






















































































































INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this Book is to tell clearly how the successful search to identify and locate the fabled King 
Arthur was undertaken. The intention is to present the tangible and vital documentary evidence in a 
concise and laconic manner- designed for those who do not wish to find themselves submerged in endless 
and intricate mundane academic arguments. 

This volume presents the true nature of the History of the British nation, exhibiting its culture and 
achievements- and restoring the dignity of our British ancestors. It will show exactly who the legendary 
King Arthur actually was - where he lived - and precisely where he rests today. The evidence is 
comprehensive, even massive, and is both authentically documented and of a physical and tangible 
nature. There can no longer be any doubts about the fabled and legendary King Arthur. 

The Authors have several times issued a world wide challenge to debate the issue publicly, and there have 
been no takers. 

Alan Wilson began his research part time in 1956, whilst Baram Blacken started his work in 1976 shortly 
before persuading Alan to collaborate with him in an all out serious attempt to locate the mysterious King. 
Both have worked full time on the Project since 1979, when it became apparent that a positive result was 
imminent. There has been no Government or Administrative help or co-operation of any sort whatsoever, 
despite the numerous attempts by the discoverers to alert every central and local government and 
administrative agency known to them. 

None of the multitude of Agencies and Councils set up to assist in the creation of opportunities or 
promotion of learning ever showed the slightest interest. Every approach to Officialdom proved to be a 
total waste of time, energy and money - a depressing exercise in the art of bureaucratic obstructiveness. 

Therefore this whole enterprise is a private and individual project. No part of the Establishment in Britain 
has been involved, and now their interference is not required. It remains the clear duty of central and 
local Government and organizations to support and protect the King Arthur discoveries in the interest of 
the British Nation. 

"Lives of great men remind us, We can make our lives 
sublime, And departing leave behind us, Footprints in the 
sands of time. " 

Longfellow. 





 PART ONE 
THE ARTHURIAN DYNASTY 

th is volume is an abridged version of the Blackett-.Wilson papers known as the king Arthur Research 

Project. The intention in this book is to set out the most basic of information indicating the ancestry of the 

fabled King Arthur, and showing why the Kings of South East Wales had Imperial ideas. 

The story in this volume is that of the discovery of the tombs of King Arthur ap Meurig ap Tewdrig. 

Examination of the historical reconstructions of the Dynasty snows that this King Arthur was probably born 

around 503 A.D. and died ;round 579 A.D. He therefore lived in the era of the Battles of Arthur including 

Baedan and Camlan. It can be shown that his sphere of influence included areas like Caerleon, where the 

King Arthur of Legend ruled. It can also be shown that his actions and deeds match those of the King 

Arthur who is known as the King of the Round Table. He can also be shown to be related to the Celtic 

Saints in .whose Lives he is mentioned as the legendary Arthur. 

Therefore it is possible to show that this King Arthur, the 61st hereditary King of Glamorgan and Gwent, is 

the King Arthur of Round Table fame. The discovery of his tombs in his native area of Glamorgan makes 

this a certainty. 

We will demonstrate that the burial customs of these Kings can be established, and that the tombs of a 

considerable number of them can be found, often with inscribed memorial stones naming them. There 

were three distinct phases in burial customs - first, in the pre-Christian era up to around c.200 A.D. huge 

tumulus grave mounds were built over dead Kings - second, from roughly 200 A.D. to around 450 A.D. 

these huge tomb mounds were built at the South West corner of mortuary chapels - and third, the tomb 

mound was abandoned and the Kings were buried inside the churches, normally in "the right hand of god" 

position close to the altar. 

The reason for King Teithfallt - Theodosius, great-grandfather of Arthur, being styled "Emperor" will 

become clear. Equally, the basis upon which King Tewdrig son of King Teithfallt was similarly styled, as 

was his son King Meurig - the "Emperor Marcian", also becomes apparent. That King Arthur son of Meurig 

was referred to as the "Emperor Arthur" in ancient literature is in fact quite logical. 

Study of the burial customs shows that early period Kings are named and recorded at existing huge 

tumulus burial mounds. Second phase burial mounds alongside mortuary churches are again named to 

match the Kings of this later period, and third phase tombs inside churches are again recorded and named 

to match the rulers of this third period. Memorial stones and tombstones abound, correctly naming the 

Kings of the Dynasty down through the centuries. We find Gorddyfwn of around 200 A.D. on his inscribed 

stone and King Crair = Carawn of Menevia = Emperor Carausius of Britain on his stone after his death in 

293 A.D. The stone of King Caradoc II is in Cornwall where the Glamorgan histories state that he went to 

retire. There also is the stone of Brochwael son of King Tewdrig Uthyrpendragon I. We find four stones in 

Glamorgan naming King 
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Arthur - Arthfael - Arthmael - Arthrwys, the great son of King Meurig Uthyrpendragon 11. The Prince Budic 

of Brittany befriended by King Tewdrig has left his name on a stone, with those of his ancestors. King 

Howell of Brittany, known as "Pompey the Great", has left a stone, as did several others. Time and again 

Kings who are ancestors or descendants of King Arthur ap Meurig turn up, along with other close relatives 

and contemporaries. 

There is an academic paranoia evident in England whereby Welsh historical sources and evidence is 

consistently and completely ignored. Then after ignoring ninety per cent of the available evidence - a 

mystery is proclaimed. 

Our detailed research explained in other volumes shows that the Welsh were Gnostic Christians from 

around 58 A.D. when the young King Bran - then a youth - returned from Rome and brought the Christian 

cult with him. This was the reason for the Welsh refusal to co-operate with the Roman Catholic St. 

Augustine in 597 when he came to try to convert the Saxons to Christianity. This can be shown 

comprehensively. What it means is that there was a fully fledged long established Christian Kingdom in 

Britain, which memory became enshrined in the Arthurian Legends. This led to dating confusions and mis-

interpretation of facts, and extended to concealment and deliberate destruction of evidence once the 

Roman Catholic church gained the ascendancy on the coat-tails of the Normans after 1100 A.D. 
 
The Secret of the Mismatched Dates 
 
It was not until mid-1984 that we were able to crack open the problem of mismatched dates in Dark Age 
British-Welsh history. The answer lay with the nature of British Christianity, for the Dark Age British were 
Gnostic Christians. 

The only period date offered in the Bruts of England is the date of the death of King Arthur. This event is 

said to have taken place "five hundred and forty six years after the incarnation of our Lord." This is 

deceptively easy. 

We have to realise that when the Christian religion was being invented in the early centuries of the 

Christian Era there was considerable dispute over the nature of Jesus the Nazarene. There were three 

basic propositions as to his nature - 

 

1. Jesus was human until he was crucified at the age of 33, and then he became spiritually divine. 
 
2. Jesus was both human and spiritually divine during his lifetime, and the'  simply spiritually divine 

after his crucifixion. 

 

3. Jesus was never human at all, he was spiritually divine throughout his stay on Earth and also after 

his crucifixion. 

 
What this means is that Historians have taken the Roman Christian idea and 
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misinterpreted the date of 546 years after "the incarnation of our lord." To Roman Christians this would 

mean 546 A.D. but the British-Welsh were not Roman Christians and to them the statement meant 

something totally different. It meant 546 years after the "incarnation" at the time of the crucifixion, which 

traditionally took place in 33 A.D. Therefore the death of King Arthur took place in 33 + 546 = 579 A.D. 

This matches other important information including the misdating of whole groups of princes and events. 

For example Olwen the daughter of Rhodri Mawr and Angharad of North Wales married King Morgan Mawr 

of Glamorgan. The second son of Morgan and Olwen was Rhydderch, who was killed in the same battle as 

his grandfather Rhodri Mawr at the age of 15. This could not have happened in 877 as usually supposed, 

but is certainly possible in 910 A.D. - 33 years later. The same mismatch occurs in many other records. 

The Battle of Badon is far more likely in 551 A.D. than in 518, some 33 years earlier. The meaning of 

"incarnation" has been mistaken for centuries. 

 

What we have is not so much a mystery as an academic muddle. A series of misdirections and 

misinformations, created for Mediaeval political ends by both church and state. The truth about the 

Dynasty of King Arthur affected the legitimacy of the British Monarchy, and therefore the truth was 

obscured and distorted. Facts and evidence were proclaimed as false and legendary by the fake Tudor 

Kings, and the slanders they and their minions perpetrated have been supported by fearful academics who 

have failed to investigate the truth for generations. 

 

There has even been a recent attempt to portray the Fifteenth century manuscript of the Life of St. 

Genovesius as "new evidence". It was published in 1922, 63 years before becoming new in 1985. The idea 

is that St. Genovesius, a pupil of St. Illtyd, was writing about King Arthur. This is possible as St. Illtyd 

lived roughly between 510-590 A.D. and St. Genovesius would have been at his college at Llantwit Major - 

Llan Illtyd Fawr in Glamorgan around 540-580. The Kings of Glamorgan at the time were the Teyrn = 

Monarch King Meurig, and the Ail-teyrn or Regent his son King Arthur. What is quite amazing is that St. 

Genovesius is transferred back 100 years to around 450-470, and removed from St. I Iltyd's college over 

to France. This then allows for the misleading guess that one Rhiotavwys (Rhiothamus) is none other than 

"King Arthur" alive and well in France 60-70 years before the Battle of Badon recorded as in 517 A.D. and 

some 80-90 years before the Battle of Camlan. All very odd - but it is consistent with a long term pattern 

whereby the English Establishment dare not admit that King Arthur was exactly who he was - the 61st 

Paramount King of Glamorgan and Gwent. 

 

Dozens of connecting relationships show that Genovesius was of the 550 period and not of the 100 years 

earlier Rhiotavwys of the Soissons region. There was a British King at Soissons around 450-480 A.D. and 

he was Aegidius the King of Soissons and Seven Cities. This is the King Aegidius to whom the British sent 

a famous letter. Regardless of the obvious truths of this, the English political Academics persist in 

misidentifying the letter to Aganypus - Acanypys - as 
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being to a Roman Aetius, and not to King Aegidius. Thus they distort the dates being the histories. 

 

What is even more bizarre is that not only are Illtyd and Genovesius transported -k 100 years out of time 

along with King Arthur and others, the absurd and : ridiculous claim is made that William the son of 

Charles Windsor and his wife Dianna is a direct descendant of this thoroughly bogus "King Arthur." There 

no lengths to which they will not go to conceal the truths, and to obliterate - Glamorgan and Gwent 

histories. This we discuss in detail elsewhere. 

 
The Hereditary Roman Emperors. B.C. 44-68 A.D. 
 
Julius Caesar founded the first line of hereditary Roman Emperors. He foolishly . invaded Britain in 55 B.C. 
and again in 54 B.C., and was twice driven out by Caswallon son of Llud ap Beli Mawr ap Manogan - the 
regional King in the North Thames Area, legate of the British King. According to Nennius,the second and 
larger invasion by Julius Caesar had difficulty in landing and had to make two attempts. Caswallon had 
driven huge log stakes encased in lead into the river bed of the Thames, and the Roman ships ran foul 
onto them. 
 

After successfully flinging out Caesar, the British Triad records tell how Caswallon celebrated with a great 

feast where 120,000 animals were killed. The = Roman poet Lucan confirms the defeat and humiliation of 

the Romans. 

 

"In haste he turned and showed his back, To the British he had attacked." 

 

So  for a period Britain remained free of Roman aggression. Cynvelyn, a successor of Caswallon, is said to 

have visited Rome, and caused a sensation there. Cynvelyn  denotes "Yellow Head of Hair." Cynvelyn son 

of Lludd ap Beli Mawr ap Manogan. 

 
 
The inevitable collision between the British and the Romans appears to have come as a direct consequence 

of the Roman attacks and conquest of Northern Gaul - now Normandy and Brittany. These areas were the 

territories of the . Venitti, who presumably like the other Venetti of Venice in North-East Italy would have 

been descendants of the Trojans. As the British also claimed Trojan -scent, it is easy to see how Caesar's 

aggression against the Venetti of Northern ] au l would involve the British Kings. 

 

Matters appear to have worsened when the mistress of King Caswallon, a lady named Fflur - Flora - was 

abducted and taken to Gaul. It seems that Arvarwy nephew of Caswallon, may have been responsible, for 

he fled Britain and sought Roman help. This of course was the classic route of Roman expansionism. Time 

me and again they had involved themselves in the internal politics of other nations all over the Eastern 

Mediterranean and Asia, to back refugee claimants against the ruling Kings. Again British traditional record 

states that Caswallon and his two nephews Gwenwynwyn and Gwanar crossed over to Gaul with a 



large army to try to recover Fflur from "Mwrchan" - not a name but "the Thief." 

Perhaps Caswallon was chasing after Avarwy and Fflur, but much more likely he was moving to recover 

the territories along the Western coast of the European continent. In the ensuing conflict the British claim 

to have defeated Julius Caesar and this is supported by the Roman Poet Lucan. 

The second Roman attempt to invade Britain was a huge affair in the reign of their Emperor Claudius, at 

the time of King Caradoc I ap Arch of Britain. In 42 A.D. almost a century after Julius Caesar made his 

abortive attempts. Roman armies again crossed over into Eastern Britain. This time they won some 

victories and gained a foothold. Again they exploited political divisions between British rulers, and some - 

notably Cogidubnus on the South coast became Roman allies and client Kings, 

The Romans did not however achieve a conquest of Britain, they simply got footholds and held some areas 

in South Eastern Britain. They were in fact facing a long expensive and possibly disastrous campaign. 

Early victories along the Thames estuary where Teneuvan - Togodumnus to Romans - was killed simply 

defeated the local military strength. The British King of the area was now King Gweirydd - Arviragus - and 

he was by no means defeated by the Generals of Claudius. King Gwierydd-Arviragus - is said to have 

married with a daughter of the Emperor Claudius named Genissa. This patched up some form of co-

existent arrangement between the South Eastern British and the Romans. 

King Gwierydd however already had another wife named "Voada" - possibly Gwyar - who was a daughter 

of King Caradoc ap Arch, the senior British King. This does not appear to have presented any great 

problems. There is of course the perennial problem of academics, particularly English, who will not accept 

British-Welsh evidence of any kind. This is a long standing political manoeuvre and should be regarded as 

such. There is however some corroborative evidence showing that King Gwierydd was much in evidence in 

the time of Nero who succeeded Claudius 54--68 A.D. A poem survives showing that Gweirydd as 

Arviragus worried Nero, and it states that Nero might be fortunate if Arviragus slipped from his chariot 

pole. 

British tradition then reveals that the daughter of King Gwierydd from his wife "Voada" was married to his 

son from his wife Genissa. So with half-brother marrying half-sister a diplomatic union of some magnitude 

was formed. The son of Gwierydd - Arviragus and Genissa was a grandson of the Emperor Claudius, whilst 

the daughter of Gwierydd and "Voada" was a grand-daughter of King Caradoc I ap Arch of Britain. These 

two then had a son of their own. 





 



King Lleirwg could by this descent claim that he was a grandson or great-grandson of King Caradoc of 

Britain, of King Cynvelyn, and of the Emperor Claudius. The British senior line of Kings continued 

independently however, for King Caradoc son of Arch was made King when his elder brother King Caid ap 

Arch died. After Caradoc was captured by the Romans the throne reverted correctly to his nephew King 

Ceri ap Caid ap Arch. This we exhibit, and it explains the strange dual Kingships of this period. 

Far Too Many Kings 

Anyone making the most cursory study of the Kings of Glamorgan and Gwent, could not fail to identify 

three very peculiar features concerning the Kings of the period between roughly 100-240 A.D. 

First, there are far too many Kings for a stable, well organised dynasty. 

Second, the normal practice of descent through the eldest son of the King - except where irrational 

behaviour or juvenile heirs occur, - does not apply during this period. 

Third, quite contrary to normal custom there appear to be dual Kingships, and election of Kings from two 

or even three lines of the family, instead of strict adherence to the senior line. 

Clearly something very peculiar was happening during this rough period 100240 A.D. In order to 

understand what was happening we have to turn to the Emperors of Rome for the answers. Very clearly, 

Rome was ruled by Hereditary Emperors from the Julian and Aemilian families from 27 B.C. to 69 A.D. 

With the exception of Augustus 27-14 B.C. and Claudius 41-54 A.D., these rulers provided an incredible 

line of deviant, mentally unbalanced, and viciously dangerous incompetents. The recorded lives of these 

other six - Tiberius - Caligula - Nero - Galba - Otho and Vitellius - tell a sordid story of misrule, treachery 

and debauchery. 

In order to rid themselves of this appalling tyranny of mad government, the Roman Senate accepted the 

rule of five successive Generals. These could be called the Good Generals, although one of them, Domitian 

was in many ways capriciously unstable in his actions. First came Vespasian, a notable General, ruling as 

Emperor from 69 A.D. to the year 79. After Vespasian came his elder son Titus from 79-81, followed by 

the younger son Domitian from 81-96 A.D. Next came Nerva from 96--98 and then Trajan from 98-117. 

Many historians classify these successive imperial shifts as follows: 

The Julian-Claudian Dynasty Hereditary Emperors 

Julius Caesar Julius Caesar 

Augustus 31 B.C.-A.D. 14 Augustus 

Tiberius                 14-37 Tiberius 
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Gaius Caligula 37-41 Caius Caligula 
Claudius  41-54 Claudius 
Nero 54-68                              Nero 
  Galba 
                                                                 
Civil War Dynasties Otho 
Galba                 68-69 Vitellius 
Otho  69 
Vitellius               
 
Flavian Dynasty                                      Elected and Adoptive Emperors 
Vespasian  69-79                         Vespasian 
Titus   79-81                             Titus  
Domitian  81-96                             Domitian 
     Nerva 
Adoptive Generals   Trejan 
Nerva  96-98   Hadrian 
Trajan    96 – 98  
Hadrian   117-138 

 

This system is not one likely to trace the origins of these Emperors after 96 A.D. Galba, Otho and Vitellius 

can all be traced into the descent of the Julian-Claudian lines, and are therefore Hereditary Emperors. We 

are simply trying to establish which Emperors were Hereditary and which were Elective or Adoptive. 

There can be no doubt that the tendency was always to establish Dynastic rule, as is shown by Vespasian 

being followed by his two sons -- Titus and Domitian. Domitian actually succeeded in making himself so 

unpopular that he was denied burial by the Senate. This then appears to have moved matters into an era 

of nominated and ratified Emperors. From the time of Trajan onwards there developed a system of 

Emperors nominating a close relative as their successor, and this nomination being ratified by the Senate. 

This was a system of CHOICE a son, cousin, or nephew, or uncle, of the current Emperor to be his co-

Auyustus and successor. The question which has to be posed and answered is - where did the Romans 

find a Royal House capable of providing suitable Hereditary Emperors? 

The question of where did the Roman Senate find a legitimate Hereditary line of Emperors, brings us back 

to the marriage between King Gweirydd - Arviragus and Genissa the woman said to be the daughter of the 

Emperor Claudius. Descendants of this marriage, which would have taken place around 43-44 A.D., would 

have been eminently suitable candidates for nomination as Emperors some 80-100 years later. 

The period from roughly 138-238 A.D. certainly records far too many Kings in South Wales. There is also 

an illogical switching of seniority between three lines of royal descendants. Primarily the senior descent is 

through King Caradoc and on back to Brutus. 
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 The Astonishing Parallel 

British King Emperor of Rome 

Alan Alerw ap Ysbwyth Antonnius Pius c. 138-161 

 Titus Aurelius Fulvius Boionius Arrius Anton 

 inus Pius. 

King IMleirchion Vawdilwyr Marcus Aurelius c. 161 co-Emperor 

 Marcus Anninus Aurelius Verus 

King Lleirwg Lucius Aurelius Verus c. 161-169 

 Lucius Ceionius Commodus Verus 

Crallo ap Lleirwg Commodus Britannicus c. 179-192 

 Lucius Aelius Marcus Aurelius Antonninus 

 Commodus 

The Legate of Britain Pertinax c.192. Chosen by the Senate of Rome 

 Publius Helvius Pertinax 

King Corrwg - Gorwg Clodius Albinus c. 192-197 co-Emperor 

 Didius Clodius Septimus Albinus 

Severini Septimus Severis c. 192-211. Tombstone in 

 North Wales 

 Lucius Septimus Severus 

King Gorddyfwn Caracalla c. 211-218. Tombstone South Wales 

 Marcus Aurelius Antonninus Bassianus 

 Caracallus 

King Gwrthl Geta. c. 209-211 co-Emperor 

 Publius Septimus Geta 

King Meirchion ap Rhun Macrinus c. 217-218 

 Marcus Opellinus Severus Macrinus 

King Ensyth Elagabulus c. 218-222. 

 Varius Avitus then Marcus Aurelius Antoninus 

 Gessius Bassanius Alexianus 

 adopted as heir by Elagabulus 

King Arthfael Marcus Alexander c. 222-235 

 Marcus Aurelius Alexander Severus 

King Gwrgan Ffrych Gaius Varus c. 235-238 (Gwrgan = Varus) 

 Gaius Julius Varus Maximianus 

King Meurig ap Meirchion Maximinianus 238 nominated by the Senate of 

 Rome 

 Maximinianus Clodius Pupienus Maximus 

King Crair - Carawn Carausius Emperor of Britain. Tombstone in 

son of Meurig Wales. 286-293 

 Carausius 

King Casnar Wledig Chrysanthus. (Asclepiodotus) 

son of Crair Legate of Britain 
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King Meuric ap Casnar Maxentius 

usurped the Empire of Britain and Gaul in  

350-353 
 

King Mascen Wledig                  Magnus Maximus 
son of Llewellyn                       usurped the Empire of the West in 383-388 
 
 

This list shows an astonishing parallel of names, relationships and career characteristics between the 
traditionally recorded British Kings and the Emperors of Rome who lived at exactly the same times. 

The first of the alter-ego King Emperors we list is King Alan-Alerw and Titus Aurelius Fulvius Boionius 
Arrius Antoninus Pius, 138--161 A.D. The British list his father as Ysbwyth ap Manawydan who appears to 
parallel Marcus Ulpius Traianus born in Seville; is it not possible that Ysbwyth means Ulpius. Traianus or 
Trajan nominated his ward and cousin Hadrian as his successor on his deathbed, and there is a suspicion 
that he did no such thing - his wife Plotina having invented the deathbed adoption. 

Certainly the British practice was to name a man by his name plus that of his father, grandfather, great-
grandfather, and so on. These Roman Emperors are doing something very similar - naming their most 
important ancestors to emphasise their claims. 

 



2. King Caid - Eochaid lies buried in his tomb mound at Pen-nant-twrch as stated clearly in the "Songs 

of the Graves." Central Glamorgan 

3. King Caradoc I enemy of the Romans lies buried in his tomb mound at Twyn Caradoc on Mynydd y 

Gaer in central Glamorgan. Mynydd y Gaer is Fortress Mountain. 

4. King Ceri Hir Llyngwyn lies buried in his boat shaped tomb mound at the Hen Eglwys above Nash 

Point, as stated in the "Songs of the Graves." West of Porth Ceri - Ceri's Port or Harbour, close to 

Font-y-Gary = Fynnon Ceri, Ceri's Fountain. 

5. King Baram lies in his huge mound tomb at the East end of his great mountain fortress of Twyn 

Baram now Twnbarlwm above Risca. 

6.  King Llyr seized Cornwall and cleared all Wales of foreigners including Romans and Irish. He retired 

and died in Cornwall. 

7. King Bran also went to reside in Cornwall, which was the major strategic area in repelling the 
Romans; he left his son as regent in Morganwg - Siluria. There is a burial mound named for Bran in 
Pembrokeshire - Dyfed. 

8. King Caradoc I I is often mistaken for King Caradoc I who fought Ostorius Scapula and other Roman 

imperialists between 42--51 A.D. He also retired to Cornwall where his inscribed tomb-memorial 

stone still stands. 

9. King Cyllin son of Caradoc II was St. Sillian of Glamorgan, remembered at the church Eglwyssilian 

above Pontypridd, and at Tresilian glen leading to Tresilian Bay two miles East of Nash Point. 

Probably buried at Eglwyssilian. 

10. King Owain builder of the buried palace at Caermead and or the St. Donats Palace. He lies buried 

under his huge grave mound at Ystrad Owain in the centre area of the Vale of Glamorgan. 

The fact that the graves of these Kings can be accurately traced from old records is proof of the accuracy 

of the historical record of Britain. The strange connection between the Arthurian Dynasty located in East 

Wales, and Cornwall is established and explained. There is more proof here than in any other ancient 

history. 



 



 
 

These Kings occupy the period roughly 270 to 480 AD This was an era of continued attempts to get rid of 

both the Romans, and other Irish and Saxon invaders. 

1. King Crair is one of the best recorded of all Dark Age British Kings. He declared Britain and Northern 

Gaul - Brittany, to be independent of Rome in 286 AD and to the Romans he was Carausius the 

Admiral and Emperor of Britain. Also known as Carawn of Menevia -- St. David's, and sometimes as 

Ceiriawn. His gravestone was found at Penmachno, his palace at Caermead confirmed the story of 

attack and murder. 

2. King Casnar Wledig or Chrysanthus the Legate, is a shadowy figure, who left a clear line of 

descendants. He was a Dragon of Gwent - obviously a warrior King. He was King at the same time as 

Euddav-Octavius, and would have taken part in the wars against Constantine the Great's generals. In 

his time the great Roman fortress of Caerleon was finally overthrown in 337 - the year after 

Constantine's death. 

3. King Edric is virtually unknown, said to be an unwise glutton. 

4. King Erbin is mentioned in some histories and not in others. He seems to have been joint king with 

Edric his brother. The stone pillar in the Llandock church is inscribed "IRBIC" and shows a man on a 

horse, and a crowned head, and is probably for Erbin. 

5. King Bran son of Edric was another failure, a frantic wicked King who died of anger and rage. He 

probably had a heart attack. 



6. King Tryhaern was haughty and impetuous. In his time the Saxons came to Gower, and the King 

failed to attack them. For this reason he was put to death. This might be the great Saxon and Pict 

raids of 367 AD, for the Picts are mentioned with the Saxons. 

7. Erb son of Erbin was a King at some time around 400 A.D. and later, he appears to be a junior 

contemporary of the more powerful King Nynniaw ap Erbin his brother. 

8. King Nynniaw is again a famous figure. He is better known in his "alter ego" guise as St. Ninian who 

founded the church of Ynys Wyrdin in Aballach - Whithorn Abbey on the Solway Firth in Galloway. He 

was a warrior who cleared the country of its enemies. 

9. Pebiau the son of Erb was another regional King, who appears to have had some form of junior or 

joint rule with the more powerful King Teithfallt son of Teithrin. Pebiau is well recorded, and is 

undoubtably yet another very real person. His effigy was in a Hereford church and he probably lies 

buried there. 

10. King Teithfallt ap Teithrin - Theodosius son of Theordore, is usually said to have succeeded his 

grandfather King Nynniaw. Probably his father 24 
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horse, and a crowned head, and is probably for Erbin. 

5. King Bran son of Edric was another failure, a frantic wicked King who died of anger and rage. He 

probably had a heart attack. 

6. King Tryhaern was haughty and impetuous. In his time the Saxons came to Gower, and the King 

failed to attack them. For this reason he was put to death. This might be the great Saxon and Pict 

raids of 367 AD, for the Picts are mentioned with the Saxons. 

7. Erb son of Erbin was a King at some time around 400 A.D. and later, he appears to be a junior 

contemporary of the more powerful King Nynniaw ap Erbin his brother. 

8. King Nynniaw is again a famous figure. He is better known in his "alter ego" guise as St. Ninian who 

founded the church of Ynys Wyrdin in Aballach - Whithorn Abbey on the Solway Firth in Galloway. He 

was a warrior who cleared the country of its enemies. 

9. Pebiau the son of Erb was another regional King, who appears to have had some form of junior or 

joint rule with the more powerful King Teithfallt son of Teithrin. Pebiau is well recorded, and is 

undoubtably yet another very real person. His effigy was in a Hereford church and he probably lies 

buried there. 

10. King Teithfallt ap Teithrin - Theodosius son of Theordore, is usually said to have succeeded his 

grandfather King Nynniaw. Probably his father 24 

 





Teithrin died young. He is buried in his church on the Gower at Llandudvwch. 

King Teithfallt would have been a contemporary of Emrys Wledig - Ambrosius Aurelian, the military leader 

appointed to drive out and subdue the Saxons. His father Teithrin would have been alive at the time of the 

usurper Gwytheyrn - Vortigern, and the upheavals which took place in what is now England. 
 

 
 
 
These British Kings reigned during rulers of the popular British legends. 
the era roughly 470-800 A. D. and are the 

King Tewdrig - Theoderic the Uthyr Pendragon I, mortally wounded at Tintern and buried at Mathern. 

Stone coffin twice excavated in 1625 and i n 1881. 
2. 

King Meurig - Maurice the Uthyr Pendragon II, builder of Llandaff Church, and buried there. Well attested 

in all sources. Stone of Brochwael his brother in Cornwall. 
3. 

King Arthwyr - Arthur, the Legendary Round Table King. Buried in the Cave of Pavillions in the Forest of 

Mystery. The Uthyr Pendragon I 11, well attested in all records. The stones of his brothers Pawl and 

Idnerth are at Merthyr Mawr and Llandewi Brefi. 
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4. Frioc brother of Arthur outlived him and reigned after King Arthur's death. He was killed by Morgan 

ap Arthur in a struggle for the succession when Morgan grew up. 

5. King Morgan Mwynfawr the traditional founder of Murgan - now Margam Abbey, where he is said to 

be buried. Morgan was an infant when his father died, and the supreme power of the Kingdom 

passed away at this time. 

6. King Ithael brother of Morgan, well attested in Llandaff and Llancarfan Charters. Probably the King 

Ithael of the Rex Ithaeulus stone at Llanilltyd Fawr. The stone names Samson, son of Anna - 

Arthur's sister, King Ithael, Illtyd son of Gweryla the sister of King Meurig, and Arthmael Teyrn - 

Arthur the Monarch. 

7. King Ithael ap Morgan, again well attested in the Charters. It is possible that he is the King Ithael 

named on the Llanilltyd Fawr stone and not his uncle. 

8. King Rhys, another well recorded King - named on a stone cross at LLanilltyd Fawr. 

9. King Howell ap Rhys also named in the same dedication on the stone cross at the church of 

Llanilltyd Fawr, which he had carved. 

10. King Arthfael or Arthur III, said to have married Cenhedlon of Powys. Actually the brother of King 
Howell and King Meurig, who is misnamed as his son. Probably the King Arthur who defeated the 
army of Rhodri Mylwonog at Pencoed in 721 A.D. This King said to be buried at St. Margaret's 
Church in Cardiff. 

The chart we exhibit here contains only the names of the major princes. These rulers held the throne 

during the upheavals of the Germanic invasions and wars beginning around 450 A.D. At the end of their 

period around 880 A.D. the Heptarchy of Seven Kingdoms had emerged in England and the Five Confed-

erated States coexisted within Wales. This pattern was about to be violently disturbed by the Danish-

Viking invasions of England and Ireland. 

The Dating of the Death of King Arthur 

The most vexed question of all the uncertainties which have long surrounded King Arthur, is the question 

of the date of his death. Various guesses and assessments have been made - usually on the most fragile 

grounds - and the general tendency has been to orientate the estimates around the 537-542 A.D. period. 

This guessed dating tends to then distort the history of the period. 

Our own assessments in the volume "King Arthur's Invisible Kingdom" demonstrate old King Meurig dying 

around 570 A.D. at a great age. Then his son 
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King Arthur dying around the year 575 A.D. These calculations were based on a mass of complimentary 
facts drawn in the most part from the Llandaff Charters, and the Historical scraps which are available 
including the Lives of the Saints. 

This hypothesis of King Meurig dying aged around 90 or more only some nine years before his son Arthur, 
is supported by the Nennius statement of 822 A.D. that Arthur was not yet King when he led the British 
armies. It is also supported by the Glamorgan traditions of King Arthur keeping his Queen at Llan-ail-teyrn, 
now Llaniltern, just north of Cardiff. Ail-Teyrn implies an "alternative King", or a Viceroy or a Regent. 

The Mediaevals were under no illusions about the dating of King Arthur's death. This can be demonstrated 
from the "Bruts of England". We have in our other researches, shown quite clearly that all the early 
English Manuscripts definitely identify King Arthur as "the King of Glamorgan". Remarkably these early 
records of England give only one date in the pre-Saxon period of British history. Events are recorded in 
plenty, but no dates except one. T~- s s single dated event is the date of the death of King Arthur. The 
importance o` •-r s event can easily be seen, for Arthur "the Wall of Steel" of V1'elsh poetry held the tribes 
of Germanic invaders in check until his death - and no-. - 577 A.D. did they resume their attacks. 

Chapter 88 of the Brut of England concludes with these:- 
 

"Arthure was born to Auyoun pe xxij zere of his regne.  After pe Incarnacious of oure lorde Ihesu 
Crist v.C and xlvj zere". 

 

So we are being told that King Arthur went or was taken to Aballach - Valentia in the 22nd year of his 
reign, and that this was five hundred and forty six years after the date of the Incarnation of Jesus Christ. 
The Christians bel eve without exception that the death of Jesus Christ occurred in Jerusalem in 33 AD, 
and his believed ascension to heaven followed. Therefore with an "incarnation" in 33 AD and King Arthur 
going to Aballach some 546 years later we have the year 579 A.D. 

Dating is made even more difficult when we realise that most scholars place the birth date of Jesus at 4 
BC and not 0 or 1 A.D. So King Arthur is believed to have died between 575 and 579 A.D. Given the 
concealment of his death and burial, this is as accurate as can be expected. There is a date given in the 
Bruts, and therefore until it is disproved by logical argument it stands. 

Details such as Gildas being recorded as being in Ireland in 570 AD and then being reconciled with King 
Arthur after his return make sense under this chronology. Arthur is recorded as executing Huail ap Caw the 
brother of Gildas at Ruthin, and this caused the division between the King and the Saint. 

As Gnostic Christians the Welsh would have believed that the "Incarnation" dated from the time of the 
supposed crucifixion. Later Roman Catholic scholars blundered in misreading dates from the time of the 
birth of Jesus the Nazarene, instead of from his death. So we have a 33 year error running through the 
datings. King Arthur dying in 579 instead of 546, the Battle of Badon taking place in 550-551 instead of 
517, and the Battle of Camlann occuring in 572 instead of 538 AD The huge Christian dilemma of whether 
their god was human on Earth and spiritual in "heaven", or simple spiritual all the time lies at the root of 
the dating problems. "Incarnation" meant different things to different sects. 
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PART TWO 

THE COURTS OF KING ARTHUR 

Various amateur attempts have been made to locate the court or courts of King Arthur, and this included 

an extensive archaeological dig on a large hillfort in Somerset in England where King Arthur never was. 

These attempts can not succeed because they are founded on a romantic hope rather than careful analysis 

of the situation. In order to locate the King and his courts it is necessary to examine the practice and 

custom of the sixth century Celtic Kings of the British, and to understand their lifestyle. Once this is done 

the quite precise location of the Courts of Arthur is in fact possible. 

The most obvious location is the court of Arthur at Caerleon, where numerous historical, Triad, poetry, 

folklore, and Mabinogion references state that he held most of his courts. With typical blindness and 

obsessed by things Roman, the archaeologists have missed the obvious. The Celtic Kings had a number of 

Courts which were set out on their estates. The Kings were in the habit of touring around these Courts 

which were administered by stewards in their absence. They would spend varying periods of time at each 

Court with their retinues and then move on the next Court. Much depended on the size of the estate, and 

it was not at all uncommon for the King and Queen and also their heir apparent - the Edling - to each go 

to a small estate with part of the Kincfs retinue, gathering together again at the larger courts. 

Now at Caerleon there was a great ruin of the Roman Legionary Fortress, which covered over forty eight 

acres. This was abandoned long before the time of King Arthur ap Meurig ap Tewdrig, and was not 

occupied during the sixth century. Nonetheless this has not prevented the inquiry after King Arthur from 

being directed at this ruined Roman site. This is in fact foolish, for the Celtic Kings did not occupy huge 

stone fortresses set on flat, indefensible plains. They used the techniques of their forefathers and occupied 

hillforts, set on the top of steep sloped, easily defended hills. Significantly the ideal spot for the defence of 

central Gwent is a very steep hill which stands just half a mile to the North of the Roman ruins at 

Caerleon. The view from the top of this hill is stupendous. It dominates the tidal reaches of the River Usk 

down the shores of the Severn, and stands above the entrances of the valleys of the Usk and Ebbw rivers 

and central Gwent 

On top of this hill there stands what is left of the earth embankments of the sixth century hill fortress. This 

is exactly where the stories say that it is high above a curve of the River Usk dominating Caerleon. There 

can be no doubt that this hill fort is in fact the Court of King Arthur, King of Glamorgan and Gwent, which 

is referred to in the various sources and records. One mediaeval story tells of King Arthur watching people 

arriving at his court across the Malpas. The Malpas is now a district of North Newport, and its name 

derives from there being a very muddy ford across the River Ebbw. The point is that it is not possible to 

see the Malpas ford site from the old Legionary Fort, but it is easily seen from the commanding heights of 

the hill where the sixth century hill fort stands, four hundred feet above the River Usk winding below. 
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The strategic plan is in fact very evident when modern maps are surveyed, for the Caerleon hill fort is the 

centrepoint of a defensive system of hillforts which are flung out in a screen around it. It is the hub of the 

defensive strategy of Western Gwent - the centre of the 'spiders web'. A visit to the different sites to stand 

on these remains of the old Celtic forts soon confirms this, and there can be no doubt that the King of 

Gwent would have used the hill fort above the Usk over Caerleon. The hill at Caerleon is named Lodge Hill, 

which is an obvious English corruption of the old Welsh name. The old name seems to be the hill of the 

Llys, and this is Welsh for Court and somehow Llys has become Lodge. There may be some translated 

similarity infering 'hunting lodge', but the fort of Arthur is still there. The fact that no-one has taken any 

notice of it at all must be one of life's great mysteries when one considers the interest in King Arthur. 

Now in 1981 - September - the old hill fort of King Arthur above Caerleon is in great danger from the 

mindless bureaucrats. They are building houses all over the hill, it is incredible for there are thousands of 

hills in South Wales, and to build on this one is vandalism. For the present the views that King Arthur 

would have had, a clear view over the Usk estuary and away across the Severn and down to Cardiff are 

uninterupted. The defensive slopes are obvious and the whole construction easy to pick out. On the 21st 

September 1981 we wrote to the Welsh Office asking that building be stopped for we regard the main 

Court of King Arthur as a national monument; they ignored us. 

The easy way, in fact the only way, to understand these defensive fortress networks is to visit the hills 

and sites and to climb up to the tops. As we have said 'Lodge' Hill above Caerleon is the strategic hill in 

controlling the entry into the Monmouthshire valleys and central Gwent. Six and a half miles to the South 

West down on the shores of the Severn the coastal plain of Gwent is guarded by the hill fort of Wilcrick 

Hill, barring the approach along the flat plain from the east. An approach towards Caerleon Chepstow Hill 

North of Langstone. The ancient Roman road passes through this gap. As expected the gap is protected by 

the hill fortress which dominates this pass, set high above Cathouen (Cats Ash) over six hundred feet 

above the plains. These two forts at Wilcrick and on the Western end of Kemeys Ridge bar the way from 

the east, and the Kemeys fort also dominates the upper valley of the Usk river which is very narrow at this 

point. 

On the opposite side of the valley across from the Kemeys Ridge fort on the top of the high hill on the 

other side, is the hill fortress on Cae Camp. This is three miles North East from the central court at 

Caerleon, and the linking of these forts is clearly designed to obstruct any advance by hostile forces 

moving down from Raglan and Monmouth and from the Midlands of England. This third fort in the 

defensive screen is at Llan-sor Fawr on Llanhennock Fawr. The next fort is almost two miles due north of 

the central Caerleon Court. The Afon Lwyd runs down the valley south of this fort on its way to join the 

larger River Usk, and the effect is that this Llanfrechfa fort dominates the North side of the valley coming 

down from Pontypool and the Caerleon Court dominates the South side of this valley. 

Over to the west of the Caerleon Court fort is another set of screen forts. These are set to dominate the 

entry into the Western valleys of Gwent and Glamorgan valleys. They block the way up onto the valleys 

leading to Risca, Crosskeys, 
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and Bargoed, Blackwood, Oakdale, and Newbridge, and they secure the entry to the valley running west 

through Bedwas and Machen to Caerphilly and the way into the centre of Glamorgan. One hill fort is placed 

on the Gaer hill on the West of Newport, standing 330 feet above the River Ebbw as it flows down from 

the valleys and guarding the east side of the river. This fort is three and a half miles south west of the 

Central Hill fort at Caerleon. Across from this Gaer fort on the hill above the other side of the River Ebbw 

is another hill fort guarding the other top, less than a mile from the Gaer fort opposite and due east. Then 

one mile slightly west of north of this position at the point where the two other running West through 

Machen and Bedwas, there is a third fort of the same earthwork type on the other end of the hill ridge 

above Rhiwderin. The Maes Arthur fort hill is 380 feet above the river and the outstanding feature of all 

these defensive positions is the panoramic views available from all of them. They really do dominate the 

whole area. 

This set of forts to the south west of Caerleon stands above the low plain between Newport and Cardiff. 

Just over a mile to the south west of the Maes Arthur fort there is another hill fort on the top of the hill 

ridge leading from Caerleon through Malpas on above Kernew to St. Mellons and Cardiff. This hill fort at 

Penylan is over four hundred feet above the low sea level plains of Marshfield. It is necessary because the 

ridge on which it stands clearly obstructs the view from Maes Arthur and the Caerleon forts network to the 

west. This hill fort is the vital link between the fort network encircling Caerleon and the similar network 

around Cardiff. 

The final links in this circle of hill forts flung out around Caerleon seem to be missing, for there should be 
something to the north west of Caerleon. In fact just over three miles due north west of the Caerleon 
Court hill fort there is a place named Castell-y-Bwch, or the Castle of the He-Goat, or Billy-Goat. This is in 
the right place, but the Earthwork fort which should have been there is not visible - or at least not 
obvious. Two miles due west of this site is the hill fort of Twmbarlwm high on its 900 foot hill, exactly 
where it ought to be above Risca and Crosskeys. This fort seals off penetration from the North and North 
West. So what we have is a complete defensive circle of hill forts flung out around the central position at 
'Lodge' Hill above Caerleon. 

To understand all this, it is necessary to understand the purpose of the Celtic hill fort in Britain. There 

forts were not defensive positions to be held against a seige by an opposing army. The Norman and other 

mediaeval castles were built so that they could be defended by the minimum number of men for the 

maximum period of time. This was possible because the Norman and other nobility in general had become 

completely divorced from and alienated to the people of the countryside. They literally did not give a damn 

what happened to the farms, the people, the peasants, their crops and livestock. Usually they were 

regarded as oppressors and were defending themselves against the Welsh and Irish who they oppressed. 

Therefore the mediaeval castle performed an entirely different function to the Celtic hill fortress. The hill 

fort of Arthurian times and earlier, was primarily a watch tower - a look-out point from which invaders 

could be spotted. In South Wales along the coastal areas, this invariably meant 
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INTRODUCTION 

This is a story set into South Wales and there is a language problem. The names of those in this story have 

been Anglicised away from their Welsh form to make them more understandable to the majority of readers. 

Tewdrig is Theoderic, Meurig is Maurice, Arthwyr, or Arthmael (Iron Bear) is Arthur, and Gwrgan is Aurelian the 

Great and so on. Every Welsh name has its Latin or English translation and so wherever possible these other 

forms are used. Cattwg Doeth is Cadoc the Wise, and Caradoc Vriechfras is Caradoc Brawny Arm - a learned 

abbot and a mighty warrior. 

This is the epic story of the life of Arthur, thirty-seventh King of Glamorgan and Gwent, King of Britain, The 

North, and of Britanny. King Arthur leader of the only state in western Europe, in the western Empire of Rome 

which successfully resisted the massive barbarian onslaughts which engulfed the whole of the empire of the 

west. 

King Arthur created not only a mighty legend, of heroism and noble behaviour, but more importantly he created 

a political situation in Britain which halted the savage barbarian conquests and made possible the long slow 

process of intergration of the races in Britain. British culture was preserved for the benefit of all. With their 

ancient beliefs in the rights of free speech, and of universal franchise, and respect for the rule of law as 

practised by Arthur's people and since 400 BC and before. Britain would not be what it is today, it would have 

been far poorer in every respect, were it not for King Arthur. By his victories he created in a fifty year period of 

relative stability and brought order of chaos, stopping the destruction and slaughter. This limited at least 

temporarily the ambitions of the invading German, Pictish, Irish and Scots tribes, forcing them to settle and 

develop their own specific areas. 

The impact of King Arthur on British History is so enormous it can hardly be gauged. He held his enemies and 

warlike rebels in peaceful subjection by the sheer terror and might of arms. That he was a military genius is 

beyond dispute, but he was also a master statesman, capable of dominating the greatly independent and 

warlike clans of the British. 

This story is as closely authentic and accurate as possible. Written in a way that anyone can understand, we 

have interpreted the now known historical facts as accurately as possible in both time and place. 

Modern place names have been used rather than the ancient British or Roman names. So that the events may 

be easily followed. Arthur the Founder of Britain, the man who began the twelve days holiday at Christmas will 

compel recognition. Britain today is what Arthur made it.  

Other books by A.T.Blackett and A. Wilson are ::'KING ARTHUR'S LOVE FOR GUINEVERE' 'KING BRUTUS, 

THE FIRST KING OF BRITAIN' 'THE ALFANC'THE SHADOW OF THE SCORPION.’'ARTHUR AND THE 

CHARTERS OF THE KINGS' 'ARTHUR KING OF GLAMORGAN AND GWENT'-“ARTORIVS REX DISCOVERED” 

– “THE HOLY KINGDOM”.



 

 



 

 



 

            CHAPTER ONE 

THE MARRIAGE 

It was late afternoon on a windy Autumn day, with high wide clouds scudding across the skies, and fitful breaks 

of mild bright sunshine dappled the hills with a moving pattern of light and shade. Three young boys stood idly 

near the banks of the river Wye, just above its junction with the river Monnow, at the place known as 

Monmouth. All around them grazed horses, and here and there along the river were other herdsmen. 

The boys were dressed in simple shirt-like tunics of brightly coloured plaids woven diagonally. Each had a 

blanket-like cloak around his shoulders. They were dark haired and carried staves, and were bare legged and 

barefoot. 

The horse herds along the river meadows had been growing all day, as new parties of warriors arrived led by 

their chieftains. The shields, the spears, the armour and weapons of the helmeted warriors occasionally 

sparkling and glinting dull in the weak Autumn sunlight. The tree covered hills cast shadows in all directions. 

Other groups of mounted men were riding in, some up along the Wye valley from Tintern shouted greetings to 

each other, some singing, some talking noisily as they rode in. The Princes and Chieftains and their leading 

warriors rode magnificent huge horses, mostly chestnut brown, some roan, others gleaming black, and the 

most prized shining white. The Bonheddig - the freeman followers and clansmen of the chiefs, rode less 

valuable mounts and sturdy mountain ponies. It was the year 502 A.D. and the Kings of Southern Britain - 

South Wales - were gathering for a meeting. 

There was less excitement now than there had been amongst the watchers in the meadows when the first 

troops had come riding in during the morning. The horses were being unsaddled and watered at the river 

before being hobbled for the night, each warrior carried small sacks of grain and other bags containing his own 

food, slung around the back and the front of his saddle. The armoured horsemen of South Wales could travel to 

Scotland in one week needing only to stop for water on their way. 

The warriors led by their chiefs had strutted off proudly to the great encampment at the halls of Gwrgan fawr-

Aurelian, the Great, son of King Cynfyn and grandson of King Pebiau the Dribbler, leaving a few servants and 

boys to take care of the horses. Suddenly there was a larger noise, a distant rumbling of many, many hooves a-

pounding the earth like a low distant thunder. One of the boys near the stream climbed into the low branches 

of a leaning tree and his companions scrambled to join him. As they peered westward, shading their eyes 

against the setting sun, over the brow of the hill above Trelech and Troy. hundreds of bright spear points and 

helmets gleamed, silver blue and copper red, as a long column of horsemen made their way down the old track 

road which led from the top of the hill. Clouds of dust rose from the road, and the noise increased as the head 

of the column came closer, with more and more men still pouring over the ridge of the hill. The arrival of this 

large army created a commotion which spread through the meadows affecting the grazing herds, and their 

watchers. One of the three boys in the tree, a lad of about ten years old, called out to a nearby herdsman 

watering some horses at the river edge. 

"What Chieftain is this?". The herdsman laughed quietly. "It's no Chieftain, that is Theoderic, King of all 

Southern Britain, and his son King Maurice." 

The boys in the tree stared as the long column moved across the meadow, closer and closer. Other minor Kings 

had arrived during the day. Their magnificent armour and horse trappings gleaming gold and silver, and bright 

blue and red enamel shining brightly. But here was a much larger regiment and there were many princes and 

chiefs riding in the column. 

Agricola Longhand --Aircol Lawhir---the Prince of Dyfed in West Wales had sailed up to the river Severn and 

anchored his ships at the mouth of the Wye and marched the twenty miles up to the meeting place. King Iddon 

of the city of Caerwent, on the plains of Gwent on the banks of the Severn, had arrived first, 



 

travelling up the valley. Then had come King Cadwgan, ruler of the lands beyond the Tawe in the West called 
Carmarthen, and with him came the great warrior princes Tredecil and Rhun from the far West. From the North 

had come Awst - Augustus - King of Brecon with his sons, and from Powys had come the mighty King Conan 
Aurelian son of Cadell. 
 

The fields along the river banks as far as the eye could see were filled with horses and scattered groups of men 

talking, chatting, sitting around small fires. 

The procession of King Theoderic had moved down the hill and across the level ground, and the King led his 

followers with a great splashing and much laughter, into the shallow ford across the river. They churned 

through the water and the Kings Theoderic and Maurice his son, rode out of the river close to the tree where 

the three boys stood on the thick, low branch. 

They had never seen the High King before, and they stared with great interest at the thick-set powerfully built 

man, aged of about fifty-five years, who sat upright on a gleaming huge black stallion. 

The King's face was weather-beaten, his dark black curly hair was laced with grey. He was clean shaven as 

were all the British, and he had piercing grey eyes and a long jagged white, old scar wound ran from his right 

ear lobe to the corner of his mouth. The King wore a great red cloak fastened across his chest with a solid gold 

clasp, covering the heavy leather jerkin which was itself covered with gold embossed armoured plates, and 

scales. 

"Good day to you, Lord King." Shouted one of the boys, and the other two quickly repeated the words. 

The King glanced at them, "Good day to you, three men in the tree," he called back with a laugh,. answering 

the greeting as the custom of the land demanded. Three was considered to be the ultimate magical lucky 

number of the British race. To be greeted simultaneously by three people the moment he rode his horse across 

the river onto the land of Gwrgan the Great, his cousin, was obviously a very lucky omen. The significance of 

the fact that the three were in a tree would be something that the Wise Men and Soothsayers would work out. 

King Maurice, son of Theoderic, rode with his father, wearing a light blue cloak with red bands. He was aged 

about twenty-six, leaner and not so heavily built as the older King. With long straight black hair and with the 

same piercing grey eyes. He wore the typical round domed helmet, covered in bright blue enamel and circled 

with rings of ornamental silver and gold, and surmounted by a short spike. His shield was slung over his 

shoulder and in common with all the other warriors he carried a thick twelve foot spear resting over his other 

shoulder. The young King's horse was a magnificent chestnut beast. 

"How has the fishing been in the Wye this year?" he called to the three boys. "Good for Salmon, poor for 

Trout," shouted back the boy who had spoken first. 

Some of the men laughed; and the procession moved on until at least one thousand armoured horsemen had 

crossed the river nearest the tree. 

The hall of Gwrgan the Great was a large long stone walled building with a thick long timber roof supported by 

a massive row of timber uprights running down the centre of the hall. Two other sets of upright timber baulks 

encased into the inner side of the walls of the hall held up the wide roof. Other timber buildings with low stone 

walls rising only for the first three feet of the sides, were grouped in a great square around the hall of the 

prince. One of the servants saw the procession of King Theoderic crossing the river, and ran to tell Elwin the 

gatekeeper and steward of the hall. About one minute later Gwrgan the Great stepped out of the door at the 

south end of his hall, and walked out into his courtyard to wait and greet his cousin, as he had come out and 

greeted all the other members of the Royal Clan. Gwrgan was a short stocky man, thick set with an immense 

barrel chest, wide shoulders and a neck like 

a bull. He had round chubby features and dark brown eyes, his dark hair was cut short, cropped close to his 

head. Gwrgan was followed by his two sons, Caradoc Brawny Arm, a huge much taller version of his powerfully 

built father, and Morgan, a medium sized lean man with a sharp intelligent face, a 



 

contrast to his bull-like brother and father. The other Kings and Princes came out of the hall and stood with 

Gwrgan watching as the leading figures of the column of horsemen came up the slope to the hall. All of them 

had handed their weapons to Elwin the steward when they entered the hall as was the custom. 

"He has still got that big black horse," said Iddon, Prince of Caerwent. 

"Beautiful animal, I've got a couple of foals by it." agreed Cadwgan, the Lord of Carmarthen. 

"I would not want to control the damn thing," remarked King Augustus of Brecon, "Stallions of that age can be 

bastards." 

"You lot up in Brecon will have to learn to ride horses without falling off," said Gwrgan with a wry smile, 

"Horses are different from mountain ponies." 

"I can remember you going arse over tip over the back of that little grey mare in the river Ewenny years ago," 

retorted Augustus, "chasing bloody Saxons and he fell off his horse." 

There was an outburst of laughter, and Gwrgan beamed with a huge smile and threw his arms out wide. "Aye, 

man, it was the stupidest thing ever, everyone chasing Saxons all over the fields and me running in circles 

trying to catch a bloody horse that would not stand still. They came to raid us and we were waiting for them in 

the woods." 

"It would not have been so bad if you had not been Chief General," said Agricola Longhand, unable to restrain 

himself from laughing, "if anyone had taken any damn notice of you the whole army would have dismounted 

and run in circles after their horses." The whole group dissolved into hoots of laughter. "It must have at least 

confused the Saxons anyway," concluded Gwrgan. "We won easily." 

King Theoderic and Maurice with about twenty of their nobles had entered the compound and they all walked 

forward to greet him. The High King swung himself down from his horse. 

"Theoderic boy, good to see you. Welcome, welcome to you. We thought you would be here earlier." The two 

men clasped hands in greeting. Maurice and the others of the King's retinue got down from their horses and 

everybody shook hands with everyone else, with a great deal of backslapping and good humour. 

"I could hear you lot laughing at us getting our feet wet in that damn river," growled Theoderic in mock 

seriousness, "it's about time you built a bridge down there Gwrgan." 

"Oh, we were talking about the time Gwrgan fell off that grey mare down in the Ewenny river, and the damn 

thing bolted, with the Saxons running around all over the place." Cadwgan stroked the neck of Theoderic's 

gleaming black horse. 

"By God yes," Theoderic roared with laughter. "I came off three times that day, my horse took an arrow in the 

rump and kept bucking like a maniac. Not this one, a big beautiful roan it was." 
"I remember it well," said Augustus quietly. "A beautiful horse, lovely animal." 

Led by King Theoderic and Gwrgan, the whole group of minor Kings and Princes, and Lords of Southern Britain, 

went into the hall. Outside across the fields and along the river small fires were being lit and small leather 

tents were erected by the soldiers. Smoke wafted lazily and erratically in the evening. Here and there a horse 

neighed, and distant voices carried indistinct across the field. Servants from the Prince's hall carried out huge 

lumps of meat from freshly butchered cattle and flagons of beer. Gwrgan the Great entertained all his guests. 

Far away, over a hundred and fifty miles to the south, forty-seven long black boats tossed uneasily on the 

rolling swells of the cold waters of the Atlantic Ocean where it reaches in to become the great channel which 

divides Britain from continental Europe. The boats were over thirty feet long and made of rough timber frames, 

covered with leather hides sewn and bound, and sealed against the water. There were over thirty people 

crammed into each boat, men, women and children, young and old. 

Slowly the Saxon rowers pulled their boats in towards the shore. There was no room for errors, the craft were 

so low in the water that although they were difficult to spot from the land, they were ;vulnerable as the 

helmsmen could not see far ahead to where there might be rocks guarding the shore. They were heading for a 

telltale dip in the line of cliffs along the shore where a stream or river had •s way down to form a valley, and 

where there would be either a beach or a mud banked estuary. 



 

The tide was full in, and now was the time to come in, under cover of the evening dusk, when they could pull 

their boats high onto the beach. Or if they were lucky, sail on up a river flooded by the tide. Their most 

dangerous moment would be when they attempted to step ashore. If anyone had spotted them from the cliffs, 

and had managed to assemble some of the local British fighting men in time, they would be caught 

disorganised in the mud and waves. There had been no sign of any activity on the cliffs, no fire beacons had 

been lit, and the only sounds were the swish of the oars and the slap of the waves. As the men rowed 

shorewards, the women, children and the old, remained huddled in the centre of the boats. 

This was no raiding expedition of pirate warriors sneaking ashore to murder, rape, rob and burn. This was one 

of the hundreds of settling groups of immigrants which were moving down the channel from the flat 

swamplands of Holland and Belgium and the mouths of the Rhine. 

They came ashore at night along the coasts of Gaul - France - and the South Eastern shores of Britain, setting 

off again in the early morning, working their way west along the southern shore of Britain. Once ashore they 

were relatively safe, large areas of Britain were still dense thickets and woods, uncultivated and undeveloped. 

There were plenty of fish in the sea and the rivers, and rabbits, birds, boars, and deer, and even wild ponies in 

the woods. 

There were over six hundred invaders of fighting age in the total party of fifteen hundred crammed into forty-

seven boats. No village or group of British farms would be able to oppose them, and their only real danger 

would come from the armed force of the local British Chieftain. Armoured horse warriors with long spears, 

battle axes and swords, supported by spear-carrying infantry and archers. A collision with such a force would 

mean inevitable death for the relatively poorly armed Saxon men, and possible slavery for the women and 

children. A larger fleet under one of the Saxon Kings could be much bolder. 

As the boats moved closer in-shore the helmsmen could see that there was in fact a river mouth ahead and 

slowly the two boats of the chiefs, Hortwulf and Witgar, drew ahead, the other boats forming a long line behind 

them. The evening was closing in fast under a heavy dull cloudy sky, with the same fitful rays of sunshine very 

low in the west occasionally streaking the blue-grey waves as they also cast fleeting shadows across the hills 

above Gwrgan Mawr's hall one hundred and fifty miles to the North. The chill evening breezes sweeping across 

the open sea were stiffening, and breaking waves slapped against the low black hulls of the hide bound boats 

as they moved in-shore. 

The women and the old, quietly baled out water from the bottoms of the boats in a slow methodical manner, 

and the men at the oars, twenty per boat, pulled steadily and rhythmically together. Hortwulf the senior chief, 

stood in the bow of the leading boat -- peering towards the land - directing the helmsmen and the rowers. He 

was a tall powerfully built man with a fierce long moustache which matched his long fair hair, which was bound 

up into a tight round topknot on the crown of his head. He wore a heavy brown woolen shirt which reached to 

his knees. A thick leather belt drew in the garment around his waist and a heavy leather scabbard hung from 

the left side of the belt supporting the short thick bladed sword. 

Hortwulf wore thick leather sandals, heavy bronze ornamental bracelets on his forearms, and gold and silver 

studs ornamented his belt and sword scabbard. His face was brown and wrinkled from years of seafaring, and 

he looked older than his thirty-eight years. In the second boat some fifty yards behind, Witgar stood in the 

prow of his boat. A taller man than Hortwulf with light brown hair, already wearing his round iron helmet and 

dressed in a heavy leather jacket which served for armour. Slowly the boats made their way into the narrowing 

mouth of the river estuary gliding almost silently over the still water. There were trees and woods stretching 

back from the mud flats on either side of the flooded river, and no sign of any human habitation. They went on 

up the river in the gathering gloom and in complete silence, save for the cries of a hungry infant in one of the 

boats. 

Staring ahead, Hortwulf himself was startled when first one, two, and then a dozen ducks scattered and flew 

noisily from the reeds along the river bank. Wood pigeons thrashed noisily from the trees along the river. The 

water was getting shallower and the river narrower, and the valley was flanked with long low hills. Here and 

there large stones could be seen as the water rippled white around them 



 

in the gathering gloom. They were beyond the tidal reach, and when the sea tide ebbed the water level would 
fall rapidly. Finally the boats began to touch bottom here and there, and at Hortwulf's signals all the men and 
boys in the boats stopped rowing and slipped over the sides to stand in the fast flowing river water which 
reached above their knees. Some of the women joined them and now the shallow draught leather boats sat 
almost on top of the surface of the water without the extra weight. Witgar came splashing up to join Hortwulf 
in the rippling waters which swirled around their knees and thighs. 

"You and my brother Icnar must take three men each, and go - one of you along the left bank of the river and 

the other along the right bank ahead of us." He whispered hoarsely. 
"How far shall we go?" asked Witgar. 

"I do not think that we would be able to go more than another mile at the most," said Hortwulf softly, "the 

river is becoming too shallow and it is getting dark quickly." 

"I will find a place where we can bring the boats ashore and be safe for the night." Witgar turned and went 

back along the boats whispering to various men as he selected those to go with him. 

Quickly the chosen warriors reached into the boats for their heavy wooden shields, their short swords and their 

leather or metal helmets. Then the eight vanished quickly into the evening shadows along the river banks 

watched silently by the hundreds of quiet men and women who stood shivering in the cold waters of the river. 

After a minute Hortwulf began to wade ahead along the river and the people with the first boat began to drag 

it upstream after him, followed by the next and the next, until the whole fleet was being dragged through the 

white foaming shallows of the river. They moved slowly, stumbling over the rough stones and the hidden 

hollows in the bed of the river. Finally the children and the old were lifted out to walk in silent groups 

alongside the struggling column in the river. The boats were empty except for domestic items and the precious 

jars of seed corn and root vegetables, from which they would grow all their future crops, and they virtually lay 

on the surface of the ever narrowing river. 

Hortwulf at the head of the column heard a splashing as two figures came stumbling along the centre of the 

river towards him. He halted and so did the boats behind him, and when the two figures were within a few 

yards of him he recognised the stout figure of his brother Icnar. 

"Stop, stop, and be quiet." Icnar was clearly agitated, and even in the dark, Hortwulf could see sweat gleaming 

on his brother's face. "There's a bend in the river about one hundred yards ahead, and there are some fields. 

There is a small army of British cavalry camped in the fields along the river, at least three hundred of them." 

"How are they armed?" asked Hortwulf, his voice high with anxiety, as he thought of the hundreds of women, 

children and old men, who were with the tribal migration. 

"Lots of armour, heavy spears, axes, swords, they have even got metal all over some of the horses," Icnar 

stood breathing heavily. "It must be one of the war bands of one of their local princes." 
"Where is Witgar and the others?" 

Icnar pointed back over his shoulder, "They are up ahead, hidden in the trees and bushes watching the British 

camp. He sent me back to warn you." 

Several other of the leading men of the Saxon tribe had waded forward to join Hortwulf and Icnar. Hortwulf 

quickly explained the situation to them. 

"There is a very strong war band of at least three hundred British heavy cavalry camped in the field ahead 

around the bend of the river, about two hundred yards away. We have to decide what to do." 

Otto, one of the older men of the tribe, much respected for his wisdom, spoke quietly. 

"We have four alternatives and we must decide quickly what to do. We can try to get back down to the sea, or 

we can pull the boats ashore here and try to hide in the woods and hope they move off in the morning. 

Otherwise we have to attack them and hope to win a victory, or we must wait until nightfall and then try to slip 

past them. These are the four choices." 

Icnar took a deep breath, "We will never make it back to the sea, the tide will be falling, and the river will be 

too low. Everyone is tired and hungry and the women and the old are soaking wet and freezing with cold." 
 
"We will not go back, we came here to find land and to settle; and we all knew what it would be like. 



 

They would catch us in the river in the morning like fish flapping about in the bottom of a boat." Hortwulf had 

clearly made up his mind. "It is too great a risk to try to hide all these people in a wood so close to such a 

powerful war band. We must either keep moving or get somewhere where we can light fires. We would need five 

times our number to attack the British with any hope of success. We are farmers and fishermen, who do some 

raiding at sea and get away fast. A stand up battle with these British professionals with their much better arms 

can only end in a disaster for us." 

The decision had been taken, and the leading men moved back down the line of the boats motioning to the 

people to pull the boats onto the banks of the river and to sit and wait. Hortwulf sent Icnar and the other warrior 

back to join Witgar, to tell him that they would wait for the dark of the night before trying to move on past the 

British camp. Two hundred yards further up around the bend in the river, Witgar and the others sat crouched in 

the trees and bushes on a slope above the river, watching the dim shadowy figures of the British and their horses 

in the fields across the river. Most of the British soldiers were gathered around the camp fires, and the distant 

sound of voices with occasional bursts of singing carried clearly across the open Valley to the hidden Saxon 

scouts. Icnar rejoined Witgar and the others, moving quietly through the bushes. 

"We are going to wait until it's dark and then move past them along the river," he whispered sharply. "We don't 

have much choice," replied Witgar quietly, "We must thank the gods that we did not come ashore an hour earlier, 

they would have caught us as we moved along here up the river. I don't think they've been there long and they 

are obviously on the move. It's an overnight camp and they will be away in the morning." 

"They are not expecting any trouble judging from the noise they are making," muttered Icnar. "With a bit of luck 

we will make it, but we must keep a cool head." 

The time seemed to drag by endlessly and slowly as the Saxon scouts crouched low in the shadows of the wooded 

slopes above the river. Gradually the noise from the British camp on the right hand bank died away, and 

occasionally a figure could be seen moving in the deepening gloom, to throw extra timber upon the fires which 

glowed golden blue in the distant dark. The whooing of a night owl came clear in the bitter air and the wind 

rustled through the trees whining and hissing, drowning the noise of the tumbling river. Looming black clouds 

overhead blotted out the light of the moon. 

Down along the river bank the people crouched in groups shivering in the night. Above them the trees bent and 

the branches swayed as the wind whipped through them and every sound seemed to magnify itself. These were 

new surroundings for people accustomed to the swampy flat lands of Holland and the North German coast. The 

Saxons sat patiently in the darkness, the fragrance of the dank vegetation and undergrowth of the woods 

seeming to offer a strange sense of security. No-one spoke, each sat silently locked into his own thoughts. They 

were all tired after a rough day at sea, and numb with cold. 

Finally Icnar came wading down along the river again. Everyone's eyes had become accustomed to the 

darkness, but they could hear him long before his figure could be distinguished when he was within a few yards of 

Hortwulf and the leading group. 

"Icnar, Icnar," Hortwulf called softly "over here - over here - this way." Icnar made his way to the bank and some 
of the men helped him out of the river.  

"Is their camp quiet?" demanded Hortwulf. 

"It has been quiet for the last hour," Icnar was gasping for breath. "The noise of the wind in these trees and the 

river itself is a blessing from the gods. If the clouds cover the moon we should get past them easily." 

Hortwulf grunted his assent then he turned to Otto, "Go down the line and tell the people to pull the boats into 

the river. Pass the word that everyone must be completely silent, no matter what happens. Another hour or so, 

then everyone will be able to rest in peace. Tell them not to be afraid." Otto rose and moved off quietly down the 

river bank, and everywhere there was a rustling as people moved, and dry scraping sounds as boats were 

dragged and the sound of distant splashes as people and boats re-entered the river. Hortwulf and Icnar led the 

way and slowly the column of boats began to move silently up the dark swirling river as the Saxons dragged their 

boats along against the current. 

After about a hundred yards the river bent sharply to the left, and on the right bank was a large open plain 

backed by a low ridge of hills. The left bank ran along the bottom of a long low curving hill. 

 



 

Dotted across the open fields along the right bank of the river, the Saxons could see the still glowing camp 

fires. None were particularly close to the river, but two small distant figures silhouetted against the flickering 

light of the fires showed that the British had posted sentries to stand watch and to keep the camp fires alight. 

Horses could be seen standing in the gloom along the river bank looking monstrous in the dark of the night. 

Half a dozen figures stood waiting quietly in the river, where Witgar and his scouts stood ready to rejoin the 

main party. Hortwulf and Icnar reached them standing up to their thighs in the black water. Hortwulf spoke 

hoarsely and quickly, "Go ahead again quickly. Find a place where we can get out of this river and get up onto 

a hill or into a wood. We don't know which way these British will go in the morning, but if they follow the river 

we must get away from it." 

Witgar and the others turned and moved off upstream, stumbling through the shallow waters, desperately 

trying to combine speed with silence. And slowly, very very slowly, the first of the long black boats began 

inching its way up the river with the sweating and shivering men and women heaving to drag it against the 

current. They pushed and pulled, their hands numb with cold as they gripped the soaking leather hides and 

wooden struts of the boats. Feeling their way forward over the mud and stones of the uneven river bed with 

feet that were frozen with cold. They now could all see the glow of the camp fires across the open fields, and 

everyone of the Saxons strained with a barely controlled frantic desperation to keep the boats moving. Women 

stumbled alongside carrying babies, and young children held hands together in groups, and water which 

reached to their fathers' thighs, was up to their waists, even to their chests. Fortunately, the river widened and 

the current slowed and slackened. 

The long line of boats slowly inched their way around the curve of the river until they began to pass up beyond 

the fields to where the river curved again away out of sight. Hortwulf, the chief, allowed the leading boats to 

go on ahead and he stood in the river opposite the British camp, softly encouraging and urging his people on. 

Occasionally someone stumbled and fell, and had to be helped back to their feet. Some of the old people and 

the youngest children had to be placed into the boats. Then when the whole fleet was strung out around the 

long bends, a baby began to cry. The sound of the child seemed the most natural sound in the world, vet now 

it was a deadly terrible sound, and the struggling hundreds held their breath, gripped with a chilling monstrous 

fear. The woman struggling along in the water tried desperately to soothe the wailing infant, muffling the 

baby's head against her breast and covering it with her woollen cloak in the nightmare gloom of the river. She 

risked suffocating the child, knowing that in order to save all their lives, one of the men would have to drown 

the baby if she could not silence it. 

High up on the slopes, in the open fields away from the river, two of the British Sentries leaned on their spears 

near one of the camp fires. They peered towards the river, unable to see anything in the deep dark of the 

cloudy night. Another sentry at a fire some forty yards away threw some twigs onto the fire.  

"Hear that Llew?" He called softly to the two.   

"Aye man, a fox has got a rabbit or a water rat." 

Down in the river the whole line of boats lay still as all the Saxons stood motionless against the slow current. 

The whole tribe held its breath, no-one dared to move. If the British were roused now and caught them 

stranded in the river, they would all die. Long minutes dragged endlessly by and nothing happened. High up on 

the open ground away from the river a horse neighed and snorted, disturbing the other animals, and the 

shivering Saxons could see dim figures of British guards moving away from one of the camp fires to quiet the 

animals. 

Hortwulf lonked up to the skies, and held his breath as a chill of horror swept over him. Faint silver lines 

around some of the clouds showed large clear stars in spangled, patches of clear night sky. The cloud banks 

were moving over and the moon was coming out. He had to get his people out of this trap now or they would 

never leave the place alive. When the clouds passed over the wind would drop and any noise they made would 

carry up to the British camp. Quickly he passed and slapped the shoulders of the people at the nearest boat. 

They had to throw caution to the winds, this was now a race against time. 

"Move - move - go quickly, fast as you can move." His voice was low and urgent. He pointed skywards and the 

men caught his meaning. He waded from boat to boat down the line, urging them in 



 

hoarse, desperate whispers, to make the last effort to overcome their fatigue and exhaustion. On the sloping 

fields above the river the British chieftain Llwydawg - The Killer - stirred uneasily in his sleep and turned over 

on the cow hide that served as his ground sheet. Clutching his heavy red cloak around his shoulders - a young 

prince already famous for his minor battles and ruthlessness - he dreamed of future glory. He dreamed of how 

the Bards would sing of his victories, and of the Saxons and Picts that he would slaughter. 

In the river a silent pandemonium was taking place as the Saxons heaved their long black hide-bound boats 

around the long bend and away out of sight of the British camp. Already the moon was beginning to show 

fitfully through the thinning clouds above. In a nightmare struggle against the steady river current, like a man 

trapped on a giant treadmill, racing frantically to get nowhere, the Saxon boats inched their way up river. 

Hortwulf had waited for the last boat and joined the men and women pushing and heaving to get away out of 

sight. There were still five boats of the long line still in clear view of the British camp when suddenly the clouds 

cleared from the face of the moon, turning the whole river into a great twisting sheet of bright silver. The 

surrounding hills and fields were bathed in the cold bluish light of the full moon. 

"They must see us now. They have to see us." gasped Otto. "It's almost as clear as daylight." 

"Push, push. If they don't see us within the next three minutes we will be sate. Keep moving - keep moving - 

we're going to make it. Everybody keep pushing." Hortwulf urged them on. 

Nothing happened, there was no sudden shout from the British camp, no alarm was raised. Here in the middle 

of their own territories, miles from the sea shore, the British warriors expected no trouble. The size of the 

armed force made them complacent for it would take a very large force of poorly armed invaders to attack 

them. Away up river, around the bends and out of sight, the Saxons moved on. 

They were filled with a sense of elation, almost of victory, and they no longer noticed the cold or their fatigue. 

About a mile up river Witgar had chosen a landing place and the boats were being heaved out of the river up 

into a clearing. Already he had organised the people into transporting their food supplies and household goods, 

and bits and pieces, away through the trees to a wooded hilltop where they could finally rest. They had waited 

to time their immigration after gathering their harvest for the last time in their old country. They had brought 

their root crops and grain with them to sustain them through the winter ahead, which they would have to 

survive. 

Finally, after what seemed to be an impossible task the boats vvere dragged from the river and broken up. The 

hides would be needed for shelters and only six boats were kept intact. The act of breaking up the boats was 

watched in complete silence by the assembled people. Now there could be no going back, they had to survive 

or perish! For the first time the sheer magnitude of their dangerous enterprise dawned on the collective mind 

of the people. Before they had been too busy, bound up in the excitement of packing and leaving their 

homeland, battling with the rough seas in the long torturous journey, pulling ashore at dusk and, finally, 

dragging themselves up the river. This was the moment of truth, they were here and now they had to stay. 

One hundred and fifty miles away up to the north west, away from the southern coast of Lloegria - (England) 

the Kings of Britain - Wales sat in conference in the hall of Gwrgan Mawr. Whilst the Saxons had been rowing 

ashore in the early evening,the Kings had sat in a large circle around an open hearth. Other minor Kings had 

arrived after Theoderic the High King, greetings had been exchanged and arms set aside. At the far end of the 

building the servants and the cooks were at work preparing the evening meal. Behind the Kings stood many of 

their nearest kinsmen and most trusted companions. The Kings sat on wooden seats as did many of their 

followers, others leaned against the thick oaken pillars supporting the roof of the hall, and yet others sat on 

the straw which covered the floor. King Theoderic stood up and the chattering and ribald laughter died away 

and ceased. He looked around at the assembled chieftains and began to speak slowly and distinctly. 

"Cymry - Kinsmen -- there is a time coming for which we must prepare. Our forefathers took this land rightfully 

and in peace over a thousand years ago. Many times others have sought to take it -from usnone have 

succeeded. Five hundred years ago my ancestor King Caradoc, son of King Bran the Blessed, fought the 

Romans. In planned battles the Romans defeated us, but in surprise warfare and sudden 



 

battles we were victorious. And so they respected us and we lived together with them, ruling our own land 

independently whilst they set up their trading towns. We of the Cyrmry were never a conquered race, nor did 

we accept the Roman customs." 

There was a murmur of assent and a shuffling of movement around the circle. King Theoderic paused and 

then went on. 

"The Romans' main objective was trade, and the security of the boundaries of their Empire. There were many 

advantages to being within their frontiers. Many Roman nobles and princes and several Emperors had British 

wives and mothers. Through my father King Teithfallt - Theodosius - I am descended from the Kings of Britain 

as are you all, and through my mother Teitfal - Theodora - I am descended through Arthur eldest son of Maxim 

Wledig - Magnus Maximus, Emperor of Rome and the West. My son, young King Maurice is the true heir to both 

these lines of Kings. My cousin here, Gwrgan Mawr, son of King Cynfyn, is descended of King Pebiau who was 

the son of King Euddav - Octavius my illustrious ancestor, and also he descends from Constantine the son of 

Magnus Maximus from his second marriage. and so in his children there is the descent of the other line of our 

Kings. We have agreed that his daughter the princess Onbrawst will be the wife of my son King Maurice." 

There was general applause and acclamation at this announcement which was not actually news to any of the 

assembled princes. King Theoderic finished and Gwrgan Mawr - Varius the Great - stood up to speak. 

"With this marriage we will create a unity of all the great families of our nation. There will be an heir who will 

be the paramount King and no-one will be able to dispute his claim to be leader of the people of the Cymru. 

This meeting is not only to confirm the marriage. We need to plan for a war which is coming upon us and we 

must be united. When the Romans came they sent their armies and then after fighting they took them away. 

They set up their towns and cities and they traded. When their Empire of the west fell one hundred years ago 

the people of those towns fled back to Rome and their marks upon our land vanished like a morning mist in the 

noon-day sun. Now there is a different enemy coming, an enemy who will want all our lands, our homes, our 

horses, our cattle, everything we own and love. The Ostrogoths rule Italy and Rome, the Sueves, the Alan's 

and the Vandals, have taken Iberia and North Africa, our people hold lesser Britain in Northern France, and all 

the rest of France is divided between the Franks and the Visigoths. And still the Germans multiply and pour out 

from the mud flats along the North Sea, in search of land. All Europe is taken and there is only one place that 

they can go to, and that is our Island. Since the Romans settled German tribes along the Eastern coasts of 

Loegria these detestable people have been steadily moving in, infiltrating into the quiet places, moving up 

along the rivers. The arrant drunkard Gwytheyrn -- Vortigern, in his madness made an alliance with these filthy 

dogs -the Saxons, and threw the whole Island into a great confusion of wars. Before, the barbarians raided 

along our coast lines, they could be chased away and driven off. But now they come to stay, and when new 

people move into the land to take it up, to stay and live, this can only be done at the expense of those who 

already dwell in our Island." 

Gwrgan Mawr began to pace slowly around the fire talking as he went, seeming to address each prince 

individually. There was silence in the hall, broken only by the crackling of the logs on the fire, and the distant 

sounds of servants knocking pans and bustling about their duties. 

"Victor the General - is at Oxford. He sends word to us almost weekly of fresh landings of these foreigners 

along the Southern Coasts. Our kinsmen in the North tell us the same news. They are coming in tens by 

families, and in hundreds by tribes, and the shoreline is too long and too difficult for Victor to stop them. When 

Gwytheyrn settled them in Kent seventy years ago. they could be contained, but when his son, the Blessed 

Gwythelin - Vortimer - defeated them in -- battles he could not annihilate them. The survivors hid in marshes, 

in woods, in forests and in islands off the coast. For thirty years Emrys Wledig the Legate, fought for thirty 

years to drive them out and control Loegria, and now Victor his brother fights the same battles. These people 

rabbits and their destruction is as difficult as to catch every fish in the river and to kill every . fox in the woods 

These people are senseless, cruel and destructive, they know nothing of the Lord God Jesus Christ, and there 

is no hope of dealing with them." 

Gwrgan Mawr sat down and resumed his seat next to King Theoderic. There was silence for a few moments 

then  Aircol Lawhir -Agricola Longhand rose to speak. They listened to the Prince of Dyfed who was a man of 

few words and a notable soldier on land and sea. 



 

"For many years since the days of my grandfather the prince Tryphaun, the Irish have sought to settle in my 

lands. Before they came as raiders by sea but then they bought their women and children to make villages and 

farms. And this was when we could defeat them. When they came by sea to rob and pillage the churches and 

burn isolated farms they could run back to their ships before soldiers of the army could be assembled against 

them. We were as a mighty bull attacked and stung by a swarm of wasps. But now when they tried to settle, it 

was they who had homes and women and children to protect, and they had to stand and fight. We slaughtered 

them in their thousands, just as the mighty Cuneda - Kenneth - and his sons drove them from North Wales. 

Now it will be the same with these Saxon pigs. They are farmers with few herds and have no horses. They will 

never know the time of day or night when our ships will bring horsemen and warriors to destroy them. They 

will never know upon which day our armies of horsemen will ride out of the woods and valleys to kill them and 

burn them with all that they have. It is my advice that it is better to let all of them who wish to come to Britain 

to come, and then we can kill them all. We will teach them the meaning of the word fear." 

There was general applause at this fighting speech by the much respected Agricola. One of the younger men 

behind Agricola stepped forward and threw extra logs upon the fire causing it to splutter and crackle, and 

throw dancing shadows against the walls of the darkening hall. Then Theoderic King of All Glamorgan and 

Gwent rose to speak again. 

"We all remember the story of the day which will live in infamy down through all the ages, which until the end 

of our race will be remembered. When King Gwythelin defeated those Saxon swine and drove them like animals 

into the bogs and marshes of the East and into the Islands off the shore, - they came crawling like whipped 

dogs for a peace treaty. In the year 457 our fathers met with them, over three hundred of our leading men all 

totally unarmed as was the agreement. Yet the Saxons came carrying hidden weapons and slaughtered our 

representatives as they sat at the feast of peace. Our holy men who record history and know many things of 

many nations can find no similar happening in all history. Not in all our history. Not in the history of the 

Romans and the many barbaric people that they fought, nor in the histories of the Greeks or Persians or any 

other nation. Ten years ago when we ourselves were raided by these people I sent my daughter Marchel to 

Ireland where she married the Prince Anlach and so we made alliance with the family of Anlach descended from 

Cuneda. The Irish were civilised by Patrick who went out from amongst us, and up in the far north even the 

Picts received the word of God from the Bishop Ninnan. So if we make alliances with the British in Ireland we 

have no fear of raids from there. It also means that the Picts cannot raid us either for they rely on being able 

to go ashore in Ireland to rest and get food after their long journeys from the North, and to be able to run 

back there to hide from us. My policy is to make our links with Ireland strong and then we will only have one 

enemy to deal with, -- Germans who are moving into Loegria." 

King Theoderic sat down again, and looked around the circle watching the faces in the firelight - trying to 

gauge their response. Rhun the hot tempered prince of the West rose from his seat and stood with his hands 

on his hips. 

"I agree with all that has been said. We can set watchers all around our coast and we can patrol in our ships all 

day and every day, and we will not prevent them from landing. Let them come ashore, let them build houses 

and plant crops and then we can destroy the whole devils brood as we choose. There is however one difficulty. 

How shall we expect King Anlach to control all Ireland when he does not rule it all. As for the rest ! agree that 

our young men should be encouraged to fight together and kill the Saxons instead of fighting each other." 

"What the Prince Rhun says is true," replied King Theoderic, "King Anlach cannot control all the other Irish 

Princes. But my daughter who is married to his son, took with her to Ireland her lady companions, many 

servants, and chosen warriors who I appointed as her body guard. From these we get what we need most of 

all, - information of what the Irish are thinking and what they plan to do. They tell me this, first that the Irish 

now begin to fear raids from the Picts, and especially from the Saxons. They were taught a great lesson when 

the abominable Gwytheyrn - Vortigern - turned his Saxon mercenaries loose on their great raid of Ireland over 

fifty years ago. Secondly they have seen and felt the military strength of Cuneda and his descendants in North 

Wales and Agricola in the West. They fear that we may one day sail to attack them. The third thing that I know 

is that they are becoming Christian like ourselves and this will make a common cause between us." 

The King paused and looked around and smiled, a great crooked smile the white scar across his face gleaming 

in the firelight. "I have good news for all our bold young warriors who dream of battle and 



 

of winning glory. Five days ago Prince Fingar of the South of Ireland sailed with his host to attack our kinsmen 
and brothers of Britanny in France. I knew of this hostile expedition, and the soldiers of the Prince Budic and 
Prince Howell will be waiting for Fingar on the beaches. He will have no element of surprise and his poorly 
armed pirates will be driven off." 

There was a buzz of excitement among the assembled brothers, cousins and sons of the Kings gathered around 

the council circle. One of the younger men stepped forward along side King Iddon. 
"I am Morwydd, may I speak?" 

King Theoderic glanced at Gwrgan Mawr who nodded, "Speak it you wish," said the King. 

Morwydd a tall dark haired young man stepped forward into the circle of Kings before the fire. 

"I have spoken with many holy men and others who have visited Ireland. They have small boats and they are 

not as good as ours. I cannot understand how they would undertake such a long voyage around our great 

Island and across the Ocean to attack our kinsmen in Britanny in such craft. It also seems to me that we 

should be able to catch them at sea on their return journey if they are driven off from Britanny." This speech 

drew warm applause from the younger men and the Kings nodded their approval. "You speak wisely Morwydd, 

and the question which you ask points to the solution of our problems. The Irishman Fingar has made secret 

alliance with Guinner of Cornwall. All this I know from my spies in Ireland, and the priests who pass back and 

fore between the churches of our two countries. Fingar has made safe haven in Cornwall. With Guinner in 

Cornwall he can shelter there on his journey out, and he can retreat there when he is driven off from Britanny. 

I shall be on the beaches in Cornwall to meet him when he returns." 

Gwrgan Mawr stood up the instant Theoderic sat down. "Destroy Fingar utterly in Cornwall and destroy Guinner 

the Two Faced, so completely that none in Ireland will dare ever again to move against us - and traitors to our 

Island will fear to act with foreigners." 

There was a clamour of excitement and shouts of approval. The prospect of an immediate campaign was bound 

to cause excitement of the highest order. The High King stood again and held his hands aloft for silence. 

"Two days from now I sail from Cardiff and Barry to deal with Guinner and wait for Finbar. I can also tell you 

this. At this very moment Cadwallon Longhand of North Wales is marching against the last of the Irish who 

dared to settle in North Wales. He has driven their chieftain Boiia onto Anglesey and has sworn to destroy him. 

Let us agree to plant as much corn and barley as we can and breed as many horses as we can. Let us unite to 

destroy our enemies. We must hold Cornwall to maintain communication with our brothers in Britanny and we 

must hold Anglesey and the Isle of Man to guarantee our links with our kinsmen of Northern Britain. We will 

speak of these matters again." 

The meeting broke up and dissolved into smaller groups. Servants brought beer in huge jugs and tankards, and 

horns were filled and passed around. In two's and three's they drifted outside to wash their hands and clean 

themselves before sitting down to the feast. 

That night whilst they sat at the long tables in the warmth of the hall, the bards sang of the deeds of their 

Kings and Princes gathered together, and of their ancestors. Beer flowed, and the guitar was passed around 

and the young men sang comic songs and love songs. The noble women of Gwrgan's household sat amongst 

the Kings of the high table and next to the young King Maurice sat the fifteen year old princess Onbrawst, now 

to be the future Queen of the British. There was no wedding ceremony, ;imply a public declaration of marriage 

contract. 

The young king had regarded the match with Onbrawst as a matter of necessity a duty to perform. He found 

that the girl was beautiful, with raven black hair and deep blue eyes, and a beautiful face and form. She had 

high cheek bones and fair white skin, and as he soon found, she was an intelligent and a lively person. Maurice 

-Meurig looked at the girl and marvelled that she could be of the same family as old Gwrgan and his equally 

bull-like son Caradoc Brawny-Arm. It would not be difficult to love this young woman. 

 

And so whilst Hortwulf and his Saxon immigrant people shivered in the woods and tried to settle for a few 

hours sleep in their rdamp clothing, far to the South - the young King Maurice and his bride –were put to  bed 

amidst much laughter and singing in the warm spacious hall of blessing of the assembled Princes were called 

upon them, that a son might 



 

CHAPTER TWO 

GUINNER OF THE TWO FACES 

Five days later a fisherman and his son, fishing from their twelve foot boat off the beach at Falmouth in 

Cornwall, looked up to see ships rounding the headland. They were ships under sail, large wooden ships quite 

different from the Saxon and Irish small boats made of leather and with their light framework masts and black 

hide sails. The man and the boy watched as the three ships already around the headland were followed by a 

fourth then a fifth, and then ship after ship, a whole fleet steering into the bay. The man sat staring for this 

was no ordinary sight. British ships often sailed between the main Island and Britanny in Northern Gaul in 

two's and three's, but here the whole bay was filling with ships. He felt a sudden sense of uneasiness and 

taking up his oar he motioned to the boy, who quickly caught his meaning, they both began to row frantically 

for the beach. 

The large timber hulled British ships came steadily on in-shore, slackening their sails and shortening them 

before the wind, bearing down upon the small craft of the fisherman. His boat was old and slow and heavy and 

there was no way that he would reach the beach before them. Slowly the fisherman eased and rowed quietly 

in-shore, and the ships closed in moving alongside, then ahead of him. Everywhere on the decks he could see 

men, far more than the crew of a merchant vessel. And everywhere there was the glint of bright metal as the 

sun shone on helmets, spears, shields and armour. Some of the men in the large ships waved and called out 

across the water and the fisherman and his son waved back. Then slowly the ships furled their sails, and 

anchors were dropped close in shore. Small boats were lowered and the process of putting an army ashore 

began. Horses were lowered over the sides of the ships and were swum ashore. 

Men began to organise themselves into troops, and columns on the beach. And shouts from some of the nearer 

ships and from armoured men standing in the surf made it clear that the fisherman was to come ashore. The 

man and his son rowed in towards the beach and when the boat was close in, caught amongst the white surf of 

the breaking blue-grey waves, soldiers waded out to seize the sides of the boat to help draw it up on the 

beach. Most of the soldiers were young and in high spirits. From their accent the Cornish fisherman guessed 

that they were British from South Wales. The soldiers helped them from the boat and pulled it high and dry 

onto the beach. 

"Have you had much luck with the fish today?" asked a lean muscular man with curly brown hair, and a sallow, 

dark face. He was wearing full body armour and had a shield slung across his shoulders, as had all the others. 

"We caught quite a few Herring, some Bass and Pollack from near the rocks over there, and a few flat fish. 

Quite good in fact," replied the fisherman. Several of the soldiers looked at the fish in the tub at the bottom of 

the boat but none of them touched them. By this the fisherman and his son realized that they were safe. 

A man dressed in magnificent ornamental body armour and wearing a thick red cloak and a decorated blue 

coloured domed helmet, had stood watching the boat being dragged ashore. He beckoned to the fisherman and 

said briefly, "Come with me." He turned and strode away up the beach and the fisherman and his son followed 

him. He made his way through the soldiers who were crowding ashore, and the horses which were being run 

up through the surf after their swim ashore. 

The chieftain led them to a spot above the high water line of the beach, beyond the line of stranded seaweed, 

to where a group of chieftains stood watching the disembarkation. The fisherman could tell that these were 

Princes from their dress. Fine gold and silver bracelets on their arms, heavy armour. And all along their belts 

and the handles of their swords and axes, and even along the shafts of their spears were intricate designs and 

patterns in gold, silver and bronze. The chieftain who was leading them went up to the dark haired, grey eyed 

man with a jaggered white scar stretching across his right cheek and said, "These are the two from the little 

fishing boat." 
"I am Theoderic, King of Glamorgan and Gwent, and I wish you good day." 

The fisherman stepped forward and said, "Good day to you Lord King, I am Cynmor son of Eicolf and this is my 

son Elcu." 



 

The King nodded to both the man and the boy. "Can you tell me, have there been signs of any Irish or Saxon 

boats along the coast recently, within the last two weeks?" 

"Yes, some ten days ago the whole coast was up in alarm, a very great number of Barbarian boats passed by." 

The King showed no surprise at this, and again he asked, "Did you see them?" And when Cynmor nodded his 

head to indicate that he did see them, "How many boats were there, and which way were they headed?" 

"There were at least forty boats, Lord King, and they were headed east along the coast," Cynmor flung out his 

arm and pointed in the general direction in which the foreign boats had been seen. "There had been no talk of 

any of them coming ashore along this coast, at least not that I have heard." 

"Have any of them come back, in small groups maybe, just one or two? Any Irish boats heading west at all?" 

The King inquired, watching Cynmor's face closely. 
"No Lord King, none that I have seen or heard of." 

The King glanced quickly at the other princes who were with him. He smiled broadly and the whole group 

seemed pleased with the news that Cynmor had given them. "I thank you Cynmor son of EicoiIf you wish to 

continue fishing my soldiers will help you to put your boat out again." 

Cynmor smiled and he and his son wished the King good day, and then made their way back down through the 

crowds of soldiers who were already beginning to move up away from the beach. A few minutes later the two 

were rowing out between the large ships anchored off shore on their way back to fish and watch the army 

moving up from the shore onto the high ground above the beaches. 

King Theoderic with his son King Maurice, and with many of his senior Kings and Princes, had got to Cornwall 

before Fingar the Irish chieftain returned, as he inevitably would when he was driven off from Britanny by the 

army which was prepared and waiting for him. By sailing wide, away West around Cornwall and Lands End he 

had come ashore suddenly and unexpectedly, and he could now seize and control the southern shoreline of 

Cornwall. No message from Guinner of Cornwall would reach the Irishman to warn him of the danger which 

now waited on the shore for him. Fingar would sail around the south western tip of the Island of Britain and 

would head directly for Hayles Bay near St. Ives close to the fortress of Guinner. 

The smoke drifted up lazily from the hole in the roof of the hall which stood on a low hill, surrounded by low 

earthern banks and heavy timber pallisades. Cattle were grazing on the slopes of the hill and there were mares 

with young foals down by the stream at the foot of the hill. 

Guinner, ruler of Northern Cornwall, stood at the door of his hall and watched quietly as five cows were driven 

out from a shed after milking. A herdsman followed them through the open gates of his fortress tapping the 

slow moving and patient animals on the rump with a short stick. The Prince was tired he had been sitting in 

court for most of the day hearing cases over rights of inheritance following the death of an old man of noble 

blood. The patriarch of one of the leading families of the area. The division of the lands and property between 

the sons and daughters, both legitimate and illegitimate, was always a torturous and complicated business. 

Guinner shaded his eyes with his hand and stared into the distance. There was a rider coming fast along the 

distant track that led down to the river and up across the meadows to his hall. The horseman was traveling 

fast and this had to mean news of some urgency. Others had noticed the horseman approaching and several of 

the warriors of Guinner's household joined him in the open yard. Some of the younger men dallying and 

chatting with a few girls, suddenly lost interest and hurried to join the older men. Guinner himself felt a touch 

on his arm and turned to see his wife, the beautiful Imogene standing at his side. Guinner smiled and put his 

arm around his young wife's shoulders, and the young woman, with dark brown hair and matching brown eyes, 

leaned against him. 

"What is it?" she asked. 

'I don't know," Guinner gave her a comforting squeeze. "It may be news from Fingar and the Irish host. We 

shall soon know anyhow." 

The rider came galloping through the open wooden gates of Guinner's fort, and dragged his horse to a sudden-

halt. The gatekeeper caught the bridle of the sweat soaked animal, with white saliva dripping 



 

from its mouth. As the rider swung himself down from the saddle, Guinner recognised Banw, one of his kinsmen 

from away on the Southern coast of the peninsular of Cornwall. One glance at the face of Banw told Guinner 

and his household that he did not bring them good news. 

"What brings you here to our Northern coast in such great a hurry my cousin Banw? You have almost killed 

your horse from the looks of it." Guinner motioned to one of the servants to take the horse and attend to it. 

Banw was breathing heavily, "There is an army landed on the south coast at Falmouth. A fleet of large ships 

and several thousand men, they are moving inland and maybe heading in this direction." The people crowding 

around Banw and Guinner stood silent in utter astonishment at this announcement. A large fleet of ships meant 

that the invading force was not Saxon or Pictish or Irish. There was something strange happening and everyone 

knew it. 

"Who are these people, and who is their leader? Why have they come here to destroy my lands?" Guinner 

asked the questions in all their minds. 

"They are not destroying anything. There is no burning and no killing but they are seizing all the horses. My 

father sent me to you immediately we knew of it. I have not seen the ships but rumour has it that it is King 

Theoderic of Glamorgan and Gwent with the terrible Gwrgan Mawr and his other cousin Constantine, and all 

their brood." 
Banw was recovering his breath, and he wiped the sweat from his brow with the back of his hand. 

Fear is contagious it can leap through the air across a room from person to person. It is invisible, unseen, 

soundless and intangible, and yet it is as real as rock or fire or water. Mind communicates with mind, and fear 

grips rigid and numbs the senses. The news that the Kings of Britain under their paramount King Theoderic had 

landed on the southern coast caused a stunned silence amongst the group who gathered around Banw near the 

fort gates. The sound of the animals in the fields, and the noise of household servants in the kitchens and 

sheds sounded unusually loud and clear Even the breeze that stirred the first autumn leaves seemed to have a 

greater noise and life .', without a word Guinner turned and walked towards the main door of his hall, his wife 

still clutching h is arm, and Banw and all the other men followed. 

Once inside the long spacious building, Guinner seated himself at his high table :. . his wife, and his brothers 

and cousins. His followers and members of his household sat on the st
ools and benches along the long tables, 

or stood grouped close behind. They waited whilst Banw washed  : ,is hands and face in a bowl of water which a 

servant girl fetched for him, as was the custom and he handed his sword and other weapons to the 

doorkeeper. Then the messenger came forward and a place was made for him at Guinner's table. Archan, 

Guinner's chief counsellor, stood up 

"I will speak," said Archan, "This cannot be Theoderic or the others of  Britain for we have word that only five 

days ago his son young King Maurice took Onbrawst, daughter of Gwrgan Mawr as his wife. They will be 

celebrating, hunting and drinking for a fortnight. And if it were them, they would surely have come down 

channel and landed here on the North coast. Our arrangements with Fingar of Ireland were made so that his 

expedition and our move Eastward would happen at the time of this wedding." 

 
Guinner passed his hand slowly through his hair, and rubbed the back of his neck. “If it is not Theoderic then 
who in God's name can it be? Perhaps he knows of our alliance with Fingar and has come to destroy us." 
Archan sighed, and spread his hands wide in an expansive gesture. “If he simply wished to attack us, he would 

have landed here. So there has to be another reason for his seizing our Southern coast." 

One of the men in the hall raised his hand and stood to speak, a tall angular man, with a crooked jaw and a 
dark ugly hole where once his right eye had been ."I have  fought many battles over many years as you know, 
Lord Guinner, I have traveled widely in Britain. I know something of the minds of these people, for whilst they 

appear indolent and they love their songs and festivities, their minds are sharp and are as cold as ice when the 
need arises. If the King Theoneric has landed on our Southern coast, then it must mean that he knows that 
Fingar sailed to attack Britanny, and he will be waiting here for Fingar when he returns." The old warrior sat 
down again and there was a silence in the hall. 
 
"But Fingar may remain in Britanny for weeks or even for months, possibly until next year." A young 



 

impulsive fair haired man standing in a group behind one of the benches spoke voicing the thoughts of many in 

the hall. 

The older one-eyed warrior who had just sat down laughed out loud and beat upon the table with his fist. "If 

King Theoderic knows of our dealings with Fingar, then the army of the Princes of Britanny will be waiting on 

the beaches for our Irish friend. Fingar and his men will either run for their lives and be back here very soon, 

or else they are already dead and singing with the archangels. With control of the Southern coast in the hands 

of King Theoderic there is no way that anyone can warn Fingar." 

"Then we must prepare to fight with Theoderic ourselves," said Guinner flatly in a hollow voice. "It must be 

Theoderic and his army, as the army in Lloegres is at Oxford, and if it were them, they would have come 

overland." 

Archan the chief councillor of Guinner nodded in silent agreement, and began to speak slowly and clearly. 

"Then we are all surely dead men, for we live on this long great headland with sea to the North, and to the 

South, and sea again to the West. Theoderic has cut across from South to the North and he will divide us from 

most of our kinsmen. He has deliberately split us in two, and even united we would not be able to stand up to 

him." 

"There is no point in delaying the preparation which we have to make," Guinner, the Lord of Cornwall, had 

made up his mind. "Let us send all the women folk to the churches and the noble women to the Monastery at 

Tintagel to the care of the Bishop Stinian of Tintagel. Even if we are able to negotiate with Theoderic we must 

do so from as strong a position as possible. We must gather as many of our clansmen as possible. We shall 

send ambassadors to speak with them to see if we can discover their intentions, and to delay matters while we 

gather our forces together." 

There was a murmur of assent in the hall, the first feeling of shock at the news of the invasion had died away. 

There was much to be done, messengers had to be sent out across the countryside to raise the alarm. 

Volunteers were called for, to try to slip away to the East. Then even when the women were packing their 

belongings and the carts were being loaded in the yard outside the hall, there came a shout from one of the 

servant boys and the whole household hurried out into the yard. 

There was one of the stable lads standing on the roof of the sheds which housed Lord Guinner's war horses. He 

pointed excitedly away to the east across the open farmlands. There in the distance was the unmistakable sign 

of distant camp fires dotting along a low hill in the distance. Guinner shadowed his eyes with his right hand and 

did what all his kinsmen were also automatically doing. He was counting the camp fires trying to estimate the 

strength of the force which had arrived to block any movement he might make to the East. He could make out 

the occasional flash of metal as the late afternoon sun caught a shield or helmet. 

"There must be several hundred at least," he said quietly to Archan who stood by his side. "We must send 

someone out now, quickly to try to speak with them." 

"I will go, I know most of the South Wales Princes. I will take old Heylin one-eye who spoke so well in the hall 

today, he knows their ways also and we must learn as much as we can." 

"Go quickly and go carefully." Guinner agreed. "If they have destroyed nothing and killed no one but merely 

taken a few horses there is no act of war committed yet." 

A few minutes later Archan the counselor and Heylin One-Eye rode out of the gates of the fortress on two of 

Guinner's best horses. They wore no armour and carried no arms, and Archan carried only a short oak staff, 

carved and notched with the signs of the Herald. They turned and rode east at the gallop, heading for the 

distant line of camp fires. 

At the fortress preparations went on with great haste. The hurriedly loaded carts carrying the women and 

children and the more valuable household goods, set off down the hill away from the hall, heading west for the 

monastery at Tintagel. A small guard of four of the younger men escorted the carts, whilst other messengers 

set out to raise the alarm. Even as they went, small groups of their clansmen were beginning to arrive, 

heading for the Lord's hall. The news of King Theoderic's sudden arrival had been spreading through the farms 

and villages like wild-fire. The leading men rode their fine horses and wore armour and helmets, and their 

freemen followed them on rougher horses, shaggy ponies, and even plough horses, less well armed with 

leather jerkins, and other men marched on foot. 



 

Archan the councilor and Heylin One-Eye rode up towards the ridge where the camp fires burned. There was a 

farmhouse on the ridge and this was where they would find the leaders of this invasion force, so they rode 

towards it. As they passed across the countryside, peasants and serfs were still working in the fields and 

tending the flocks. Under the rules of warfare they were perfectly safe, for no British King or warrior would 

demean himself to kill a serf or slave. Nor for that matter would any Saxon King or his house carls do so either. 

It was beneath the dignity of the warriors of all races to assault such lowly people. 

They were approaching the foot of the hill ridge when suddenly seven horsemen fully armoured and carrying 

long spears rode out in front of them, forcing them to a sudden halt. 

"I am Archan, cousin to the Lord Guinner and his Ambassador and this is Heylin One-Eye, a trusted member of 

his household." The armoured warriors sat astride their horses examining the two heralds impassively. Archan 

and Heylin could see immediately from their manner of dress and the designs upon their bright metal shields 

that these were indeed soldiers from South East Wales, the territories of King Theoderic. 

"You will remain here." The soldier who spoke was a middle aged man obviously the leader of this patrol. His 

accent was the pure flat almost nasal sing-song sound of South Glamorgan. The soldier spoke to one of the 

younger horsemen who immediately wheeled his horse about and galloped away up the hill towards the 

farmhouse. 

Heylin One-Eye crossed his arms on the pommel of his saddle and leaned forward comfortably. 

"Are the King Theoderic and his son King Maurice well?" He asked conversationally. There was no answer as 

the six soldiers stared at him impassively. Heylin tried again, "Many years ago when I was very young I fought 

under Emrys Wledig - Ambrosius the Battle Leader. In the days of King Teithfallt father of King Theoderic. I 

remember Theoderic as a very young man." 

The soldiers continued to stare at him silently. There was no point in fishing any further for information, they 

were clearly not going to tell him anything. 

There was a bustle of activity around the farmhouse and five warriors mounted their horses and rode down the 

hill towards the waiting group, followed by the soldier who had ridden up the hill with the message. As they 

drew close the two heralds could see that as expected these were Princes. There magnificent armour gleamed 

silver, bronze and gold from beneath the heavy red cloaks. Blue, red and white enamel caught the fading rays 

of the sun. The patrol of soldiers drew aside and moved around behind Archan and Heylin making retreat 

impossible. 

The five Princes drew up in front of them and in the centre they recognized Constantine the cousin of King 

Theoderic, a large strongly built, overweight and ugly man - one of the most able and experienced Generals of 

the British. They also recognized the redoubtable King Iddon Caerwent. The others were younger men, clearly  

important Princes from the style of their dress. 

"Good day to you Lord Constantine." Archan spoke politely. "We are sent by the Lord Guinner of Cornwall to 

speak with you." 

"I know who you are. What do you want?" Constantine growled, abrupt and aggressive. Archan sat his horse, 

silent for a moment then he spoke again. 
"This is our land and we wish to know why you have brought an army here." 

Constantine grunted and leaned back in his saddle, and smiled with his face whilst his eyes remained ice cold, 

like the unblinking eyes of a snake. "We have heard that large fleets of barbarian pirates are threatening your 

coasts, and as your distant kinsmen it is our duty to help you keep this great Island free from such savages." 

Archan persisted, "Then why my Lord did you sail around our country out of sight of land, and come ashore on 

our Southern coast? And why have you not ridden to the hall of Lord Guinner to share his hospitality?" 

"Tell your Lord Guinner that the winds were contrary, and ships may not sail where they want. Tell him also that 

whilst he drinks and sleeps in his hall, we will remain here to watch for pirates who may approach the Island." 

Constantine had clearly decided to end the meeting. 

"May we know the names of the Princes who have chosen to come to our land to help us?" Archan was 

determined to get something out of the meeting. 
"You know who I am;" Constantine drawled "And you know my kinsman King Iddon. This is the 



 

noble King Maurice son of Theoderic." He indicated a young man who sat next to him. "And this is my other 

nephew Caradoc Brawny Arm, son of Gwrgan Mawr." He pointed to an enormous giant of a man sitting on a 

large grey horse. "And this is the Prince Rhiwallon, son of Augustus King of Brecon." There was a silence as the 

impact of this information sank into the minds of Archan and Heyiin. Then, sure of his protection under the 

rules which governed the conduct of princes towards ambassadors Heylin One-Eye spoke up. 

"Are there no other Kings or Princes come to visit us? We are told that King Theoderic himself has landed at 

Falmouth this morning." 

Heylin had taken a gamble with this impertinent question. Constantine was known to have a vicious temper, 

and was no respecter of rules or laws when roused. Even the holy apostles would get no mercy should he see 

red and go beserk. It was said that he was known to have murdered men including priests, in churches. 

Constantine glared at him and then smiled his evil twisted smile, with his snake eyes piercing Heylin, holding 

them both in their compelling gaze. 

"It is getting late, your dinner will be getting cold. And I have no intention of allowing mine to cool. I suggest 

you take our salutations to your kinsman the Lord Guinner. Good day to you." Constantine turned his horse 

abruptly and rode back up the hill, accompanied by the other Princes. Archan and Heylin sat watching them go 

in silence, and then turned to leave. The mounted spearmen drew their horses aside and allowed them to ride 

past and they made their way slowly back across the open land in the direction of Guinner's hall. 

When the Ambassadors arrived back at Guinner's hall they found a scene of noise and confusion. There were 

about two hundred men of various ranks gathered at the chieftain's encampment and horses and ponies were 

tethered in groups outside the main gates. 

They rode into the yard and stopped close to the entrance of main building. Guinner's white haired old steward 

was there to receive them and a groom took their horses and led them away towards the stables. Their arrival 

had caused a general stirring of interest and the eyes of every man in the fortress followed them as they 

stepped inside the hall. 

Guinner and many of his leading men were seated at the high tables waiting to receive them. The two men 

washed their hands in the bowl of water brought to them by the servants and then walked along the length of 

the hall followed by the expectant gaze of the fifty-three men gathered around their Lord. 

"What news have you for us?" Guinner rose and put the question. Archan and Heylin One-Eye remained 

standing to give their report. 

"I fear that we bring bad news." Archan cleared his throat and went on. "We met with five Princes." There was 

a gasp and murmurs of surprise, for five Princes meant a formidable force. 

Archan continued, "The soldiers on the hill ridge to the East are under the command of Constantine the Grey 

Wolf." 

This time the murmurs were agitated and the name Constantine was repeated around the hall. The savage 

reputation of the Grey Wolf of war was all too well known. Archan raised his hand and continued speaking. 

"He has with him King Maurice the son of Theoderic, King Iddon of Caerwent, Caradoc Brawny Arm son of 

Gwrgan Mawr, and Rhiwallon son of Augustus King of Brecon." There was a buzz of apprehensive excitement in 

the hall, for these were leading Princes of the British and their presence under the skillful General Constantine 

cousin of King Theoderic indicated a very powerful force. 

"You have met with the Grey Wolf and the Tigers Cubs but where are the Tigers? Did you see anything of King 

Theoderic or Gwrgan Mawr or any of the others? Are they with them or are they at home? And how many men 

do you estimate that they have? Most important of all why are they here without the courtesy of sending us 

messengers, and dining with us this night?" Guinner was plainly worried by what he had heard. 

"\Ve do not know if there are any other Kings or Princes with them. They evaded our questions or simply did 

not answer. We have no idea how many men they have with them. We were stopped by a away from their 

camp and they came out to meet us. Constantine did say quite clearly that they w,ere here to deal with pirates 

who are reported to be around our coasts. Otherwise, we learned nothing, but their attitude is most definitely 

not friendly." 
When Archan had finished giving this report he turned and walked to sit at the table, and motioned 

 



 

to one of the attendants to bring him a mug of beer. Old Heylin One-Eye remained standing, and Guinner 

nodded his agreement that he should speak. 

"We do not know if there are fifty men over there with Constantine or whether there are a thousand or even 

two thousand. For all we know King Theoderic is actually here in Cornwall and not sitting comfortably in South 

Wales. He and Gwrgan Mawr may be moving against us at this very moment, whilst we sit here mesmerized by 

the camp fires of Constantine. We have to send out scouts to try and find out." 

When he had finished speaking Heylin One-Eye walked over to his accustomed place at the tables and took a 

seat. A very old man with a bald head and a long grey moustache rose to speak. He had fought in battles 

many years before most of the men in the hall were born and was renowned for his judgement. He spoke in a 

slow high pitched old voice, but with an unmistakable air of authority. 

"There is no point in running all over the place looking for King Theoderic or the Great Gwrgan. If they are here 

they will come to us soon enough. We have to spend every moment available gathering in all the men, horses, 

and arms that we can. If the British know that we of Cornwall have made agreement with Fingar and the Irish, 

then they will surely attack us. If they are uncertain they will wait to see if Fingar is driven off from Britanny 

and comes here. If he comes back defeated from Britanny then they will know that we made alliance with 

them. Our best hope is to wait and prepare, for if Fingar does not return they may go away. With Constantine 

the Grey Wolf on our doorstep we have a terrible threat to deal with and there is no reason to look for others 

of his clan. For those who are bold and ambitious it might seem a good plan to move against Constantine and 

to attack him quickly. Fifty years ago when I was a young man, my blood also would have been hot for battle 

and my character would be more impulsive. But remember that Constantine Grey Wolf and King Iddon are 

both very experienced Generals who have won many victories over the Saxons and others, and they bring with 

them at least three of the bear cubs of their clan." The old man paused for breath and rubbed his thin hair with 

a few hesitant strokes and then continued. "You can be absolutely certain that they have chosen their camp 

position with great care, and they will be difficult to attack. If they are there in superior numbers then we have 

very little chance against them. We must consider that they have stated that they are here to drive pirates 

from the shores of the Island. And so if we attack them it is a declaration that we side with pirates who could 

be Saxons, Picts or Irish. My advice is that we gather all the strength that we can, and choose the best 

defensive position." 

When the old man had finished speaking there was a hub-bub of voices, young men wanting action, others 

indignant at their own helplessness. The majority, particularly the older men, agreed with the words of the 

ancient patriarch. Guinner rose to speak and the clamour of voices died away to silence. "Theoderic of Essyllwg 

and Gwent has made alliance with King Coromac in Ireland by marrying his daughter Marchel to the King's son 

Anlach. We also have made an alliance with Fingar a Prince of Ireland, and so there is no difference between 

the two policies. Our problem arises from the fact that Fingar has decided to attack the British possessions in 

France, and as head of the Royal Clan which rules all Britain which is Wales and all the North Country as well 

as Lesser Britain in France, this King Theoderic is bound to seek to destroy Fingar. The other Irish Kings will do 

nothing. They will probably seize Fingar's lands if he is killed and it is my opinion that they will maintain their 

alliance with the British." 

The Lord Guinner paused and continued to speak looking down at the tables unable to meet the eyes of his 

followers. His voice betrayed his inner feelings as it quavered slightly and he hesitated, stumbling over his 

words. 

"We are caught in a trap which is set for others. We have been taken completely by surprise. Our territories 

are divided and we face a far superior force, which we can not hope to defeat in open battle. If Fingar lands on 

these beaches we have a stark choice before us. We either join him immediately and combine our forces and 

fight against Constantine and who ever else may have landed with him. Or else we stand by and let Fingar take 

his chances alone - this is the choice that faces us. My own belief is that we have to join forces with Fingar, it is 

our only chance of survival, and we maintain our honour as soldiers." 

The decision had in effect been taken and although a number of other speakers rose to give their opinions 

none of them contradicted to the conclusion which their leader had reached. They talked on, long into the night 

after the evening meal had been served and accommodation and bedding had been found for the extra men 

who had come to join their chieftain. 
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The next morning saw a dull grey and rainswept dawn break over the rocky shores of Southern Britain. Out in 

the rolling steel-grey oily swells seven miles off-shore of the southern tip of Cornwall, a cluster of low black 

hulled boats lay rolling gently in the morning rain. A number of squawking sea-gulls whirled around over-head 

and glided to settle occasionally on the pitching surface of the water near the boats. 

Fingar the Irish chieftain had ordered his crews to put out sea-anchors to ride out the relatively calm night, 

while waiting for daylight before attempting to close with the dangerous shore and make the dangerous 

passage past the Lizard Point and on around Landsend. 

As the dawn broke the cold and weary crews in the boats hauled in their sea-anchors and began to raise their 

black hide sails on their double framed lightweight masts. Oars were put out and slowly the flottila of boats 

began to move on a steady North Western course. Soon they could see the slate-grey cliffs and tumbled rocks, 

and the green fields above them, a blurred picture in the constant drizzle and rain. As they drew closer to the 

land they could hear the crash and the bang and roar of the Atlantic waves battering onto the jagged rocks, 

and they could see white lines of spray and billows of foaming spume thrown high against the cliffs. Slowly but 

surely the boats edged their way around the dangerous headland and then turned North East along the 

northern coast of Cornwall. 

The journey had been a nightmare for Fingar and his followers. They had sailed East ten days before across the 

dangerous waters of the Atlantic, and after a five day journey they had gone ashore in Britanny only to find a 

whole army waiting for them on the beaches. Sheer luck had enabled most of them to get back to their boats, 

and to get off on the still rising tide. Horsemen galloping onto the beach had succeeded in slashing at many of 

the boats by riding into the surf, slicing holes in the sides with their swords and battle axes. Many of the 

raiders who had been first ashore, had been cut off and had to face large numbers of spear-carrying infantry, 

against whom they stood no chance. Then whilst many of the others struggled to get back into their boats, 

swimming after them when those on board cast off to reach the safety of deeper water. They had been 

showered with arrows fired by a host of archers who waded out into the water, following them to get in their 

last shots. Many of the boats would hardly move in the waters as the crews desperately sewed up cuts in the 

leather hulls, bailing furiously as water continued to pour in and arrows continued to plunge down upon them. 

Finally the boats which had not been smashed on the beach, or sunk in the shallows, took on the last 

swimming survivors and headed back out to sea. They had been confident of surprising their intended victims, 

and of plundering food and drink, and now they were desperately short of food and water. They dare not hang 

about the dangerous coast for the men of Britanny had fine ships and were excellent sailors, and so Fingar 

headed back out to sea, west towards Cornwall, struggling against the stiff breeze which ran against them. 

For five days they had laboured their way across the Ocean, tired, hungry and thirsty. Several men had died of 

wounds which they had received in the fight on the beach, and others lay in the bottoms of the boats suffering 

terribly from the constant motion of the waves and the stinging salt of the freezing waters. 

The fine rain sleeting down across the open sea made visibility difficult, but finally the helmsmen of the slow 

moving boats were able to make out the rocks and headlands west of St. Ives bay, and the crews began to pull 

for the shores. The exhausted men felt a lift in their spirits as they made one final effort to force their boats in-

shore against the ebbing tides. No-one in the boats could possibly have seen or known that for hours as they 

laboriously moved through the rough waters around the Cornish coasts, their progress had been watched by 

groups of horsemen. Tracking them, sending messengers hurrying off on swift ponies across the rain swept 

headland pastures. 

The scouts sent out to patrol the coast by King Theoderic were doing their job well and reports of Fingar's 

movements had been reaching the British King all through the morning, as he marched his main army North 

towards the bay of St. Ives. 

It was in the early afternoon when the tired men of Fingar's Irish fleet finally felt the heaving swells of the 

waves building up towards the near shore beneath their leather boats. The boats began to fan out into a line 

abreast of each other as they approached the beaches. Finally they were among the 

 



 

breaking waves, which tossed them high and sideways, pushing them in-shore with a sudden rush, sending 

white boiling foam and spray flying over the tired oarsmen as they struggled to keep the bows of their boats 

towards the shore. Then suddenly they were in the shallow waters of the beach, where the high breaking 

waves had lost their impetus and were running smoothly to die and disappear amongst the sand and millions 

of pebbles. The sucking rumble of each retreating wave as it drew back, shifting countless small stones against 

each other sounded as a welcoming roll of applause in the ears of the weary rowers. 

Their shallow boats grounded on the beach, and wearily the rowers shipped their oars and clambered over the 

sides of the boats to stand knee deep in the freezing waters. Some of the less badly wounded were helped and 

carried up onto the beach, and with the boats coming in ashore in a long line across the beach the crews were 

suddenly aware of the sharp damp breeze whipping around them and of the steady chill rain slashing down. 

Slowly they gathered about their boats and began to drag them up out of the water, lifting the lightweight craft 

high onto the damp beach. Fingar walked up the beach and stood wiping the raindrops and salt spray from his 

face and eyes. There up at a corner of the beach some hundred yards away were a group of men walking 

slowly towards him, and a little way further off he could see a handful of horsemen. Fingar felt glad, some of 

Guinner's men must have seen his boats coming in, soon they would all be in dry warm houses and there 

would be hot food and warm drinks. He waved to the men who were approaching, their cloaks wrapped close 

about them in the drizzling rain, and they began to wave back at him. Some of his crews had paused at pulling 

their boats out of the water, they also waved and again the men who were moving towards them waved back. 

Fingar turned back to superintend the lifting of the boats and the disembarkation, wrapping his arms around 

his body, hugging himself against the damp cold, scarcely able to feel his toes or fingers. He was pleased that 

he had brought his men back to safety. 

The last of the boats was being carried clear of the water, when suddenly Fingar was aware of different sounds 

rising above the crash of the waves, the scrabble of the pebbles and the blustering of the wind. He turned and 

stood in shocked amazement, unable to grasp what was happening with his tired numbed mind. Hundreds of 

horsemen were racing through the shallows from the east and the west, and hundreds of heavy infantry were 

advancing at the run right across the beach, coming straight down at him in a long line of glittering steel. Many 

of the Irish crews stood in amazement, whilst others scrambled desperately in the bottoms of the boats, 

searching for and unwrapping weapons from grease covered and oiled, bundles. It was too late, the horsemen 

were amongst them, charging through the scattered ranks of the Irishmen as they stood at their boats. The 

great war horses knocking men aside like chaff as the riders went for the boats, slashing at them with their 

long swords and heavy battle axes, whilst others drove at the crews with their thick twelve foot spears. Fingar 

seized an oar and lashed out at a horseman galloping at him, and was lucky when the rider's battle axe sliced 

clean through the oar and was deflected onto his helmet, sending him spinning backwards to the edge of the 

water. Slowly Fingar rose to his feet conscious of the blood running from his nose, and of the screams and 

shouts of dying men, and the war cries of their attackers all around him. The heavy infantry were amongst his 

men and the slaughter was inevitable. In a sudden frenzy he threw off his helmet and ripped open his leather 

jerkin and threw it down into the dying waves, and he began to run naked to the waist through the unequal 

battle. 

"Throw down your weapons. Stand still, don't move." He screamed at his men in desperation. "Stand still, drop 

your weapons. Stand still." 

He ran from wrecked boat to wrecked boat, pushing past armoured infantry, screaming at his own leather-clad 

sailors and blundering against wheeling horsemen. Most of his men were already dead and of those who heard 

him not all obeyed. But suddenly the commotion of battle died down, and those who had heard and obeyed 

Fingar found themselves standing unharmed surrounded by their enemies. Fingar stood dazed near the bow of 

one of the shattered boats on the beach, only barely aware of the shouts and laughter of the victors. He could 

smell the vomit thrown up by terrified and badly wounded men, mingled with the sweet, sick smell of blood 

and battered brains. There was the stench of excrement and urine from the bowels of shocked, terrified and 

dying men, rising above the fresh salt smells of the sea. A man close to him spoke in a fierce whisper. 

"We have been betrayed by Guinner. He told the men of Britanny we were coming, and now he has attacked 

us himself." 

Fingar stared at the lines of infantry and horsemen nodding his head in agreement, and then suddenly 

realization came upon him. These men wore heavy bright red cloaks and away to his left he could see 

 



 

a banner which bore a bright red and purple dragon on a white background fringed with green and gold. These 

were not Guinner's men, this was part of the army of Theoderic, High King of the Welsh! Fingar stood with his 

men as some of the enemy soldiers moved amongst them tying their hands together behind their backs with 

heavy leather thongs, herding them at spear point up the beach like a flock of tired sheep. They were halted at 

the top of the beach and many of them sat or knelt in exhaustion, whilst soldiers stripped their boats of 

weapons, ropes and utensils, and then set the wrecks on fire. The oil and grease of the lightweight boats 

burned black and smouldered in the heavy drizzling rain. The dark grey-black rain clouds almost seemed to 

press down upon the dejected band of prisoners, who watched silently as the columns of cavalry and infantry 

formed up and marched noisily away from the beach. Less than sixty of eight hundred and forty men had 

survived, and they were left with their guards on the silent empty beach. Bodies lay scattered in heaps around 

the boats where they had fallen, and others rolled gently, rocked by the spent waves in the low water. It had 

all been over in less than twenty minutes and seagulls whirled around in numbers like vultures venturing in 

between the burning boats and the scattered bodies. The host of Fingar had ceased to exist. 

 

All through the morning tension had been rising up at Guinner's fortress hall. More and more of his followers 

had succeeded in joining him during the night and morning hours. He now had over eight hundred men, some 

were heavily armoured nobles and freemen, and others were leather clad spear men and bow men. Many of 

the later arrivals brought news of the strange armies in their country. A large army had marched up from 

Falmouth and lay some six miles to the West on the other side of St. Ives bay, in addition to the forces led by 

the formidable Constantine only some three miles to the East. Reinforcements would find it very difficult to get 

past these armies. 

At noon Guinner called together his leading men to a council, and the whole of his hall was packed with men 

squeezing inside to escape the steady cold rain which pattered down silently on the long thatched roof. Guinner 

rose to address his kinsmen and followers, and there was complete silence in the hall, broken only by the 

distant sound of horses in the yard and the lowing of disturbed cattle. "My friends, we are here in council but 

there are no decisions that we need to take. King Theoderic supported one faction of the Princes in Britanny in 

their wars, and we supported others of our kinsmen. And so the fighting between princes in Britanny brought 

us to be on opposite sides of a conflict. This brought us to make an alliance with Fingar the Irishman, and now 

King Theoderic has sent some of his armies against us. We do not know if he has come in person, but it is 

obvious that sooner or later we will be attacked. I have decided that we will choose the moment and not our 

enemies." 

There was a general murmur of assent and a stirring of movement in the hall as Guinner paused. Then his 

listeners fell silent as he carried on speaking. 

"To our North lies the sea, and across land to the South lies the sea and to the West there is Lands End and 

then the boundless Oceans to the end of the world. It would be foolish therefore to move against our enemies 

in the west for then even if we win the battle we will be trapped and boxed in by the merciless Constantine 

who stands barring our way to the East. We have no choice but to attack Constantine in the East, and to break 

out from between these two armies, and with God's help we may defeat him." 

There was a clamour in the hall when Guinner made this statement and a tall heavily built man rose to speak, 

his hands held high above his head. Slowly the voices died away and there was silence once again, as the 

heavy man began to speak in a deep harsh voice. 

"This cannot be my Lord Guinner, for if we get through to the East we will be abandoning our lands to this 

enemy." He paused and there were murmurs of agreement from several parts of the hall. "We cannot simply 

march to the East, battle or no battle, and desert our lands. We shall become wanderers and outcasts and men 

of no honour." 

"You speak bravely and wisely, and yet you are wrong. This army cannot remain here indefinitely - and to the 

East we can reach others of our kinsmen and become stronger. Then we can return and recover our property, 

it does not matter how long it takes or how difficult it becomes." 

Guinner smiled slowly and looked around at his audience, "We could even keep on going Eastwards up around 

the Severn until we get to Essyllwg, the lands of King Theoderic himself." 

There was a roar of laughter in the hall, at the thought of this highly improbable, yet not impossible, feat. The 

idea of entering the Tiger's own den, whilst the Tiger himself was away hunting those who 

 



 

invaded his own lands, appealed to their Cornish humour. Everyone in the hall knew that there was little 

chance of such a venture succeeding against the heavily populated lands of the Silures whose ancestors had 

even fought the mighty Romans to a stand-still. This defiant utterance by Guinner was well timed and badly 

needed to restore the confidence of his men. 

"I intend to attack Constantine without delay, and to destroy him if 1 can. Then we will only have one enemy 

host to oppose us, and we can retreat to the East and wait for Fingar to return from Britanny and join with us. 

Even if Fingar seizes great treasure and booty in Britanny, it will not be long before he returns. Then we shall 

be two armies against one, and it will be our enemies who will be in the trap." 

Guinner stood smiling as a great roar of approval went up in the hall. Warriors shouted their support and beat 

upon the tables with their fists. 

One hour later as the mists began to lift and the rain ceased, two of the Silurian scouts came running up the 

hill slopes to where the Prince Constantine leaned against the trunk of a tree. Constantine pulled himself erect, 

and stepped forward to meet them, large drops of rain dribbling down from the outer branches and leaves of 

the tree splashing down on his magnificent armour and helmet. He knew instinctively that the approaching 

soldiers brought him the news that he had been waiting for. 

The two soldiers arrived before him, panting and sweating after their run up the slopes. "The 

Lord Guinner has left his halls, and is coming against us." 

The tall dark haired soldier stood before Constantine leaning on his spear, his eyes gleaming with excitement. 

"How many men does he have?" asked Constantine in his gravely voice, his small dark eyes betraying no 

emotion. The soldiers had partially regained their breath, the shorter man had removed his helmet and was 

wiping the rain and sweat from his face with the back of his hand. 

"They are between five and seven hundred, Lord Prince, and they have pack animals with them - many horses 

and mules." 

Constantine actually smiled, his face twisting into its wolf-like grin. "So 

they are going to try to break out past us?" 

"Yes Lord, that is how it appears. Most of them are on foot, and they cannot move quickly." Constantine 

nodded and slapped the man heartily on the shoulder in a rare display of good humour. "You have done well 

this day, and it shall not be forgotten." 

The other princes had come out of the farmhouse fifty yards away, with a number of the leading warriors, and 

everywhere men were standing up away from their camp fires watching and waiting for Constantine. When he 

turned and strode quickly away from under his tree towards the lines of war horses and ponies, they did not 

need the wave of his arm to tell them to prepare to move. The other princes joined him, and within seconds 

the trumpeters were sounding the call for arms. Everyone took off their long cloaks and heavy sheepskin over-

jackets, tying them behind their saddles so that they would be free from interference of this clothing in battle. 

Without haste and with very little noise the small army soon organized itself into troops, and Constantine 

arranged them into a long line along the crest of the hill. And then they stood down to await Guinner, the older 

men checking and re-checking every strap and clasp of their horses harness, examining their own foot gear 

and their weapons for the hundredth time. The younger men followed their elders example, a broken sandal 

strap, a loose saddle, a faulty bridle, or even a wet and slippery sword hilt could cost anyone of them their life. 

The fact that they were only two hundred and seventy-three men in this decoy army to oppose more than 

twice their number was a matter of no concern at all to any of them. Every man knew of the superior military 

skills and experience of their generals. They were the warriors of the mighty Silures, better trained, better 

armed, better led and arrogant and confident. 

The clouds had lifted a little, the wind had dropped to a light breeze. Occasional weak shafts of sunlight filtered 

through the lead coloured clouds, and irregular light drizzle pattered down upon the horses and : Constantine 

sat menacingly and huge on his war horse, out in front of the long line of men, and each of the other princes 

sat with his own troop of followers, and they waited. 

 



 

Guinner rode at the head of his long column of followers, surrounded by his nearest relatives and personal 

body guard. The drizzle had almost ceased and now that they were embarked upon a definite line of action the 

spirits of his men were rising by the minute. Men chatted and talked to each other, some shouted and 

everywhere was the rumble of the hooves of the horses and the smell and creak of leather. There was no point 

in attempting secrecy, as their movements would have been watched by scouts and they would have to fight 

their way past Constantine, Maurice and the others. Soon they approached the long hill where their enemies 

were camped and Guinner could see the distant gleam of metal reflected by the sun, and he could make out 

the long dark line of the enemy. They were still about a mile distant from the hill ridge when Guinner's own 

scouts came galloping back, in an obvious state of excitement. The column halted as they wheeled alongside 

their chieftain in a flurry of nervous horses and waving cloaks. The leading scout was obviously highly elated, 

and breathless to bring his news. 

"There are no more than three hundred of them, Lord Guinner," his voice was sharp and hoarse with 

excitement, "Not even that number, nearer two hundred and fifty. We outnumber them two-to-one." There 

was a murmur of voices around Guinner, and this news quickly passed down along the column of men. 

"There are no others hidden from sight," Guinner frowned slightly, for the news seemed too good to be true, 

"They have dug no ditches, laid no traps, there is no ambush?" 

"No my Lord, nothing at all. They are just sitting up there in a long line on the hill. We have questioned some 

of the local peasants who have been watching them, they have done nothing except wait there for us." 

Archan the cousin of Guinner leaned forward in his saddle resting his arms on his spear which lay across his 

thighs. 

"They have underestimated us, and over-rated themselves. They thought we would stay at our fort like so 

many sheep in the fold, and now we have called their bluff. The arrogance of the Silures is their downfall this 

day." 

There was a murmur of agreement. Guinner scratched his cheek and looked thoughtfully at the distant line of 

the enemy on the hill ahead. 

"Then we have to destroy them quickly." Guinner spoke slowly and smoothly. He was indecisive, an 

outstanding character trait of a weak man. 

Heylin One-Eye urged his horse forward. 

"We must attack them quickly my Lord. When we have destroyed this party on the hill ahead, it will be King 

Theoderic who will be in the trap and not us. We will become stronger and push him down to Lands End and 

into the great western ocean." 

There was a silence as Guinner sat on his horse and looked thoughtfully at the little army on the hill ahead of 

him. He had been persuaded to intrigue and plot with the Irish against his own kinsmen in Britanny, he had 

been persuaded to move out of his fortress hall to attack Constantine, or to break out past him. Now he was 

under pressure to launch an immediate attack up a fairly steep hill. There was something wrong and Guinner 

knew it. Constantine was one of the ablest Generals of Britain and yet here he was acting with apparent 

stupidity. If Guinner did not attack then he knew that he would be thought of as over cautious, foolish or even 

timid. Every instinct that he had, warned him to turn around and get back to his fortress and make the enemy 

come to him. If he did that however they would brand him as a coward. He sat silent unable to decide what he 

should do, and finally he spoke, 

"I think it is a trap," his lips were dry and his voice sounded rather high and hoarse, "They may be arrogant 

but they are certainly not stupid. We are doing what they want us to do." 

There was a stunned silence and his kinsmen glanced uneasily at each other, their mood of optimism 

temporarily shattered. Archan stepped down from his horse and walked over to Guinner. 

"My Lord, there is no trap, that is what they want us to believe. If we had stayed at your halls, then we would 

indeed have been in the trap." He pointed up towards the hill where Constantine's small army stood. "It is we 

who have outwitted them, and now neither we nor they have any alternative." Guinner leaned down in his 

saddle and spoke urgently to his cousin. 

"In God's name, can't you see what is happening. Constantine is a great General and a warrior and yet these 

are the actions of a military idiot.  And there is an alternative - we can go back now while we still have time." 

Archan laid his hand on the bridle of Guinner's horse and spoke in a low urgent whisper. 

 



 



 

"Cousin, you do not inspire sufficient confidence in your followers for you to lead them back, and to convince 

them that this is the correct and wisest military tactic. You have to attack that hill and clear the way out to the 

East." 

Guinner nodded sadly and straightened up in his saddle. He knew in his heart that he wanted to go back, and 

he knew that he the leader was being led again, as he had been all his life. He had always been swayed and 

influenced by the advice and opinion of others, leaning this way, and that way, like a leaf in a breeze. Guinner 

knew that it was too late now to show authority and firmness in this crisis. There should have been no speech-

making in his halls, he should have been giving orders, directing the preparations for defence, strengthening 

the barricades, bringing in provisions. He knew that this was his one last chance to make a decision of his own, 

based upon his own judgement regardless of the opinion of others. 

The moment passed and Guinner did what they wanted him to do. 

"We will attack the hill, and sweep these invaders from our path." He spoke with the bogus firmness of a 

politician, converting his doubts and indecision into the actors rhetoric. "We will move up the hill slowly, in case 

they decide to charge down upon us, and so that we will not exhaust ourselves in getting to the top." 

And so Guinner's army formed up at the foot of the hill. He placed a body of cavalry under his own command in 

the centre, flanked on either side by his spear-carrying infantry and two other groups of cavalry outside these 

foot soldiers to protect the wings. They were going to spread out very wide and to get around behind the 

enemy. The trumpets sounded and Guinner raised his spear high above his head and the army began to move 

slowly up the hill. 

Up above, Constantine sat on his horse, which quietly grazed on the lush grass on the hillside, he watched the 

on-coming army of Guinner with dispassionate unconcern as if he was studying a shepherd with a flock of 

sheep. As the lines of men below began to move up the slopes, they began to spread out, and the lines began 

to bend and break up as they followed the uneven contours of the sloping ground. Constantine was waiting for 

the moment when Guinner's army would be moving of its own volition rather than being led. Then when the 

toiling lines of men below were about one-third of the way up the hill, he gave a gentle tug on the reins of his 

horse. Slowly and deliberately he turned the animal around to ride at a slow walk back over the crest of the 

hill. The entire cavalry force did exactly as their leader did and slowly wheeled their horses and rode quietly 

away over the crest of the hill. Most of the men below were too busy concentrating of the ground before them 

as they climbed slowly up the ever steepening slopes, but some here and there had seen what was happening 

above them. There were shouts and cries of triumph and exaltation and in a moment all control was lost. Men 

scrambled wildly to race to the top of the hill, knights and nobles on their horses frantically galloped their 

animals in zig-zag courses to be first to the top in pursuit of their fleeing enemy. What had been an orderly 

advance up the slopes of the hill now became a totally disorganized scramble to reach the top. Lord Guinner's 

whole army was strung out all over the slopes of the hill, infantry mixed with cavalry all in a great scattered 

rabble. 

Guinner was frantic, as he realized that his people were in terrible danger, and he flogged his horse forward up 

the slopes to try to get ahead of the leaders to stop them. Others seeing their Lord urging his horse upwards 

took this for an example and the pandemonium on the slopes spread. The leading horsemen and infantry 

straggled exhausted and triumphant to the crest of the hill, confident of having driven their enemy from the 

battlefield. There a hundred and fifty yards ahead of them was the long line of the enemy still moving slowly 

away from them. The sight of this retreat was too much for the now over-excited and tired mob that was 

coming over the crest of the hill, and they charged off in pursuit. Then suddenly when they were spread out all 

over the uneven ground at the top of the hill, with more than half the army still toiling up the slopes below, 

without most of the charging pursuers realizing what was happening, the Silurian cavalry had suddenly 

wheeled about into a long line and was charging upon them. The long line of spears of the compact group of 

heavily armoured horsemen smashed down the scattered and now bewildered leaders of Guinner's forces. The 

cavalry charge ended near the top of the hill where they had been originally positioned, and then they wheeled 

about again and charged back in the direction from which they had come. As they rode back they slaughtered 

those stragglers and the wounded who had survived the first charge. Guinner had arrived at the top of the hill 

          
 



 

away to the right of the main action. No-one seemed to have gone straight up the hill, as every man had 
raced for the easiest slopes and what looked to be the quickest ways up to the top. Men were still arriving at 

the top of the hill who had seen none of the opening battle from the slopes below. All they had heard was the 
sound of war cries and the screams of the wounded and dying mixed with the thunder of the horses' hooves. 
Now as they came up onto the more level ground above the steep slopes there were dead men and wounded 
down everywhere. Horses lay kicking and screaming in pain. Weapons lay scattered and broken, and here and 

there lay dismembered hands, arms, even heads. There was the stench of entrails and guts, the sweet smell 
of blood soaked into the dank earth, the horse manure and blood and sweat mixed with the camp fire smells. 

So, as the other parts of Guinner's army came up over the hill, they saw ahead of them the carnage of a 

battle. Ahead of them the enemy was retreating from the battle, or so it appeared. Once more reason was 

abandoned, and as Guinner's men came over the hill they rushed passed the fallen men and horses thinking 

that they had won a victory. There was now no resemblance of any organization or control whatsoever, and in 

the middle of the chaos that followed Guinner found himself riding forward with the others. Then the nightmare 

began all over again as with the disorganized soldiers of Guinner scattered over a wide area, advancing singly 

or in small groups, the heavy cavalry of Constantine turned and came charging back yet again. The compact 

mass of armoured horsemen did not gallop at breakneck speed without control, but came on at a well 

controlled, well organized gallop, moving ponderously as if in slow motion. Lord Guinner's men had no chance 

whatsoever and they began to turn and run, whilst here and there proud men stood and prepared to die. 

Guinner himself did what he had done all his life. He remained undecided and in two minds whether to stand or 

run, and as a result he rode almost diagonally in front of the advancing line of spears. Suddenly the wall of 

steel and horsemen was upon him, and although he took a spearpoint upon his shield, his horse went down 

with a crash, sending him spinning from the saddle. The fall jarred every bone in his body, and he gasped for 

breath as he staggered to his feet. Even in his dazed condition he knew that they would have recognized him, 

and he thought that they would try to seize him as a valuable prisoner. Without warning there was a horseman 

towering over him, and Guinner looked up to see the evil mask of Constantine son of Cynfor. That was the last 

thing on this earth that Guinner was ever to see, as Constantine brought his battle axe swinging down with 

tremendous force in a gleaming perfect arc. The blow took Guinner on the right side of his neck, slicing down 

through his collar bones, ripping into his chest. He was dead before he slumped towards the ground, and as 

Constantine's war horse continued past him he was dragged along for several yards before the axe came free, 

tearing from the flesh and entangled chainmail armour. Constantine's armour and his horse, were splattered 

with Guinner's blood which had gushed and spurted from his terrible wound. The stench disturbed the animal, 

causing it to snort and toss its head in fear. Constantine turned his horse about and rode past the dead and the 

dying to where his soldiers had stopped at the edge of the top of the hill. A number of Guinner's men had been 

trapped on top of the hill by his cavalry and he called upon them to surrender. He told them that their Lord 

Guinner was dead, and that they must think of their wives and children and the future protection of their 

country against pirates and sea raiders. The whole gruesome mockery of a battle on the hilltop had lasted for 

about ten minutes. Some two hundred of Guinner's men laid dead or seriously wounded and another seventy 

were being forced to surrender. The majority of Guinner's fleeing army was scrambling down the lower slopes 

of the hill, where some of the senior warriors were attempting to regain control and to reorganise their ranks. 

The defeated remnant on the hilltop stood undecided, fearing the shame of defeat if they cast down their 

weapons, and unwilling to accept the certainty of death if they did not. 

"Keep your weapons, it is not my wish that you surrender like women. There shall be no shame upon you this 

day." Constantine edged his horse forward as he called out his message. "There are wounded to be cared for 

and the dead must be given honourable burial." 

There was a stunned surprise on both sides, for all men knew that Constantine was the great butcher. He was 

renowned as a man of no mercy, and the bards sang in the halls of the Kings of how he wallowed in blood and 

gore. The Prince Maurice rode up to his uncle, curious to know why a relatively large group of armed men 

should be allowed to retain their arms, whilst almost five hundred of their comrades were regrouping at the 

foot of the hill. 

"Is it wise that you do this thing uncle?" asked Maurice, "For they still outnumber us. 
Constantine grunted "Huh, we have killed a great many men today and for that we shall be hated for 

 



 

a hundred years. By sparing these seventy and so granting their whole army its honour, they will actually 

thank us. Besides, I've just killed Guinner back over there." Constantine turned slightly in his saddle and 

waved his arm in the general direction of where Guinner lay dead. "There will be a need for a King in this 

area." 

Maurice stared at his uncle and slowly a half smile spread over his face. "You have killed Guinner and now you 

claim the right to his kingdom." 

Constantine looked at his nephew with his bland expressionless face showing none of his inner feelings. Only 

the glittering dark eyes gave any indication of the nature of the man. 

"That I should be King and hold these lands here for our clan is exactly what I shall propose to the great King 

Theoderic your father." 

Maurice nodded, "There is wisdom in what you say and we will no longer fear the loyalty of those who control 

this area." 

Whilst these two chieftains had been speaking together the men who had been invited to tend their wounded 

and bury the dead, feeling themselves to be totally ignored, began to move quietly across the battle fields, 

doing exactly as Constantine had suggested. The two chieftains turned and rode to the crest of the hill. Down 

below what was left of Guinner's forces had discovered the loss of their leader, and they were beginning to 

move off back in the direction from which they had come. 

"Shall we follow them?" Maurice asked his uncle. 

Constantine did not even bother to turn his head, "No, there is no purpose in it. When they get back to 

Guinner's hall your father our King Theoderic will be waiting for them with two thousand men. He will offer 

them peace, hold a conference and tell them what wonderful men they are. How he admires them and what a 

rat Guinner the Two-faced was, and they will all finish up thanking him. He's very good at this sort of thing and 

he will be in a wonderful mood after having smashed up Fingar and his Irish on the beach and then having 

Guinner's army surrender to him, all in one day." 

"What you mean is that he would be in such a good mood that he will agree to you being King in these 

southern parts." Maurice was laughing openly at Constantine allowing Guinner's army to surrender to his father 

when he might have claimed the victory himself. "They call you the wolf my uncle, but you are very largely a 

cunning fox." 

"Ha! If you would learn the ways of the fox, then watch your father, Maurice my boy." 

And they both sat watching as Guinner's defeated forces marched away into the distance to where King 

Theoderic lay waiting for them. 



 

 
CHAPTER THREE 

 

A CHILD IS BORN 

That evening rain came again and the wind gusted through the trees and moaned around the hall of Guinner. 

Outside the victorious army of King Theoderic crowded into the out-buildings and pitched their tents against 

the stockade and beneath the trees below. These were hardy men used to discomfort and rain, and tonight 

they could stuff themselves on the meat of captured animals which the King had ordered to be slaughtered. 

Their war had been quick and easy and tomorrow they would be going home. 

Up in the hall, justice had been dealt out. Fingar and the other Irish prisoners had been offered a clear 

alternative, that either they submit to their hair being tonsured and they swore upon oath that they would 

enter the church as monks for the rest of their days, or they would be killed instantly. And so the church 

received another fifty monks. King Theoderic had agreed and so had the other assembled princes that 

Constantine should be King in the South West. He would hold all the lands of Guinner, and none of Guinner's 

kinsmen or followers were to be harmed or dispossessed. The dead ruler had been condemned for leading his 

people into treacherous foreign alliances, contrary to all natural laws which should have bound him to his 

kinsmen in Britain. After all these delicate matters had been decided upon, and gifts had been made to the 

other princes and nobles on the expedition, King Theoderic stated that he was going to inspect his horses, and 

he motioned for his son Maurice to follow him. 

The King and his son walked across the crowded yard through a fine drizzle, and crossed to the stables. These 

buildings were crowded with men and horses, and Theoderic simply glanced inside and walked on climbing the 

mound of earth that made up the rampart wall of the fortress. The sentries seeing the King and his son 

standing close to the stockade wall of the fortress, drew back away from them to afford the King privacy. The 

King looked out across the land under the rapidly darkening twilight of evening and pulled his heavy red cloak 

tightly about his neck. 

"I'll swear that it rains more here than it does at home," said Maurice conversationally. 

"Then you are going to get very wet tonight." replied his father grimly. "The wife of Guinner and the children 

are being taken to the monastery at Tintagel. You must tell everyone that you are desperate to return home to 

your beautiful new wife. Pick the most trustworthy and the bravest of your own followers and leave as soon as 

you can. You will go first to Tintagel and take the women and the children to your ship with all the speed that 

you can make. Do not stop for anyone or anything, and do not let the monks delay you with their holy 

arguments. Do not even tell your own men where you are going until you are outside these gates, my chaplain 

is familiar with this area and he will go with you to guide you." 

"Why do we need to do this?" asked the prince shaking the rain from his mantle, and staring out into the 

gathering gloom. 

"For God's sake, why do you think we educate you in law and teach you in the colleges. Guinner is dead and 

his wife and children inherit. The children can be handed over to the church to become monks but that still 

leaves the woman. If the wrong man gets his hands on her then he can claim Guinner's lands, and we will have 

another war. If Constantine gets her then I won't have any hold over him. So we must hold Guinner's wife. In 

that way Constantine will have to behave or we will marry her to someone else, and come against him if we 

have to. Take the woman to your uncle Gwrgan the Great he will know what to do." 

The King turned away and walked down from the rampart heading back towards the great hall. Prince Maurice 

stared after his father for a few moments, and then he set off to round up his closest friends and the most able 

of his soldiers. Twenty minutes later he rode out of the fortress gates together with the King's chaplain and 

twenty-five armed men. 

Later that evening when the meat had been eaten and the wine, the mead and the bragget had been passed 

around and drunk there was laughter in the hall at the haste of the Edling Prince Maurice to go his beautiful 

young wife. The Bards sang of the King's victory over Guinner deu-Vreuddwyd – Gorlois the Two Faced, and 

the defeat of Fingar. The atmosphere was one of rejoicing and festivity. 


